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ABSTRACT

Hershberger, Jeremy M.S.E., Purdue University, August 2013. Real-Time Software
Defined GPS Receiver. Major Professor: Elizabeth Thompson.

Space-based global navigation systems have become a mainstay in providing
navigation for aviation, ground and maritime operations.

The US based Global

Positioning System (GPS) has been integrated into many aspects of daily life. However,
GPS receiver design is challenging depending on the operating environment of the user.
Multipath propagation and considerable attenuation leading to low signal strength are
examples of some of these challenges.

Designing specific environmental operating

modes creates application-specific hardware architectures.

The goal of a Software-

Defined GPS system is to create, solely through programming, a reconfigurable GPS
receiver than can adapt to its environment. The first step to meeting this goal is to
process the GPS signal in real time and decode the GPS navigational message.
This work describes the design and implementation of a real-time SoftwareDefined GPS Receiver based on the Wireless Open Access Research Platform (WARP).
The output of this receiver is the bits of the navigational message. To obtain this, first the
process of acquisition was performed, whereby the characteristics of a GPS satellite’s
signal were estimated. Second the estimated parameters from acquisition were further
refined through the process of tracking, ultimately providing the navigational message.
Finally, the navigational message is examined for bit errors confirming that the received
bits are correct.

1

1. INTRODUCTION
The motivation for this work is the expansion of the non-real-time GPS receiver
developed by Thompson et al. [1]. This work begins by providing a brief amount of
background information concerning the GPS signal and the navigational message
structure. Next, the hardware platform utilized in this work is explored to illustrate its
various capabilities and resources. To understand the implementation of acquisition and
tracking on the WARP, the theory and algorithms behind these processes are presented.
Utilizing the algorithms, the FPGA receiver implementation is then detailed. The various
designs and challenges are explored to provide a clear understanding of the complexity
involved with obtaining the GPS navigational message in real-time. Finally, the results
of the receiver are presented with recommendations for expansion of its capabilities and
future works.
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2. GPS SIGNAL
2.1

Overview
The Global Positioning System (GPS) is designed to allow users to determine

their location in three dimensions [2]. The system consists of 32 different satellites, each
of which orbits the Earth approximately once every 12 hours [2].

The orbits of the

satellites have been set such that 6 satellites are in view at any given position on Earth
[2].
There are several different GPS carriers and data streams, but the only carrier and
data stream utilized in this work is the civilian-access signal, or C/A code. The civilianaccess signal or Coarse Acquisition (C/A) code is broadcast on the L1 carrier at 1.57542
GHz. Each broadcast message contains the satellite’s orbital parameters (ephemerides),
an atmospheric correction model, and a set of coarse satellite positioning parameters
(almanac) [3].
2.2

Signal Characteristics
The broadcast message is made up of the navigational bits. These navigational

bits have a data rate of 50 Hz. The bits are modulated onto the L1 carrier using binaryphase shift keying (BPSK) [4]. Since each satellite is transmitting at the same frequency
and at the same time, a code-division multiple access (CDMA) scheme has been utilized
to allow each satellite’s message to be separated from one another.
In this CDMA scheme, each satellite is given a specific binary pseudorandom
code. This pseudorandom code, or PRN code, is 1023 chips in length [4]. The code
length is measured in chips instead of bits as each chip individually carries no
information. It is the entire code that actually provides each navigational bit. In the case
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that the navigational bit to be transmitted is a +1, the chip sequence is transmitted. In the
case that the navigational bit to be transmitted is a -1, the one’s complement of the chip
sequence is transmitted. No other patterns are permitted. Each chip is transmitted at a
rate of 1.023 MHz, therefore the code repeats itself once every millisecond. The PRN
code is multiplied with the BPSK modulated carrier to produce a direct sequence spread
spectrum (DSSS) signal. It is this final DSSS signal which is transmitted by the satellite
and received on Earth.
Due to the high speed at which the satellites orbit the Earth, a receiver on Earth
can experience a frequency shift of the GPS L1 carrier due to the Doppler effect. This
Doppler offset can range from ±5kHz in the case of a stationary receiver [4].
2.3

GPS Message Characteristics
A GPS receiver is designed to remove the components of the GPS signal to obtain

the original navigational bits for each satellite. Once the navigational bits have been
obtained from at least 4 satellites, the receiver’s position can be computed.

While

accurate determination of user location is confirmation that the navigational message has
been correctly obtained, calculation of position coordinates is not required for such
confirmation.

When only a single satellite is being tracked, the structure of the

navigational message can be utilized to verify successful reception.
The navigational message is made up of 5 subframes, each of which consists of
10 words and each word consists of 30 bits. This structure can be seen in Fig. 2.1.

4

Fig. 2.1 Navigational message structure

At the beginning of each subframe, a telemetry word (TLM) is transmitted. The
beginning of every TLM is an 8-bit preamble, 1000 1011. It should be noted that a
tracking channel could lock on to an 180o phase shifted copy of the navigational bits. If
this happens, the preamble would appear inverted, as 0111 0100. Given the data rate of
the navigational bits, this preamble will occur once every 6 seconds. By examining the
received navigational bits for this preamble, successful reception of the navigational
message can be ensured. Every word also contains a 6-bit parity. This is used to check
for misinterpreted bits and serves as a secondary check to ensure successful message
reception [4]. The structure of the TLM word can be seen in Fig. 2.2 [4].
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Fig. 2.2 Structure of TLM word

Immediately following the transmission of the TLM word, a handover word
(HOW) is transmitted. This word contains the time of week, anti-spoofing information,
and the subframe ID.

The subframe ID is important in determining which 1 of 5

subframes is currently being transmitted [4]. The structure of the HOW word can be seen
in Fig. 2.3.

Fig. 2.3 Structure of HOW word

The remaining words in the navigational message change with each subframe. If a
receiver is going to compute position, this information is critical [4]. However, only the
TLM and HOW words are necessary for a check of successful navigation message
reception [4]. The 6-bit parity present at the end of the words is used to check for bit
errors in the received data. The parity equations, shown in (2.1) through (2.6), are
obtained from the GPS-SPS Specification [5].
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∗
𝐷25 = 𝐷29
⊕ 𝑑1 ⊕ 𝑑2 ⊕ 𝑑3 ⊕ 𝑑5 ⊕ 𝑑6 ⊕ 𝑑10 ⊕ 𝑑11

(2.1)

⊕ 𝑑12 ⊕ 𝑑13 ⊕ 𝑑14 ⊕ 𝑑17 ⊕ 𝑑18 ⊕ 𝑑20
⊕ 𝑑23

∗
𝐷26 = 𝐷30
⊕ 𝑑2 ⊕ 𝑑3 ⊕ 𝑑4 ⊕ 𝑑6 ⊕ 𝑑7 ⊕ 𝑑11 ⊕ 𝑑12

(2.2)

⊕ 𝑑13 ⊕ 𝑑14 ⊕ 𝑑15 ⊕ 𝑑18 ⊕ 𝑑19 ⊕ 𝑑21
⊕ 𝑑24

∗
𝐷27 = 𝐷29
⊕ 𝑑1 ⊕ 𝑑3 ⊕ 𝑑4 ⊕ 𝑑5 ⊕ 𝑑7 ⊕ 𝑑8 ⊕ 𝑑12 ⊕ 𝑑13

(2.3)

∗
𝐷28 = 𝐷30
⊕ 𝑑2 ⊕ 𝑑4 ⊕ 𝑑5 ⊕ 𝑑6 ⊕ 𝑑8 ⊕ 𝑑9 ⊕ 𝑑13 ⊕ 𝑑14

(2.4)

∗
𝐷29 = 𝐷30
⊕ 𝑑1 ⊕ 𝑑3 ⊕ 𝑑5 ⊕ 𝑑6 ⊕ 𝑑7 ⊕ 𝑑9 ⊕ 𝑑10 ⊕ 𝑑14

(2.5)

⊕ 𝑑14 ⊕ 𝑑15 ⊕ 𝑑16 ⊕ 𝑑19 ⊕ 𝑑20 ⊕ 𝑑22

⊕ 𝑑15 ⊕ 𝑑16 ⊕ 𝑑17 ⊕ 𝑑20 ⊕ 𝑑21 ⊕ 𝑑23
⊕ 𝑑15 ⊕ 𝑑16 ⊕ 𝑑17 ⊕ 𝑑18 ⊕ 𝑑21 ⊕ 𝑑22
⊕ 𝑑24

∗
𝐷30 = 𝐷29
⊕ 𝑑3 ⊕ 𝑑5 ⊕ 𝑑6 ⊕ 𝑑8 ⊕ 𝑑9 ⊕ 𝑑10 ⊕ 𝑑11

(2.6)

⊕ 𝑑13 ⊕ 𝑑15 ⊕ 𝑑19 ⊕ 𝑑22 ⊕ 𝑑23 ⊕ 𝑑24

Where

𝐷25 = bit 25 of current word, 1st bit of parity

∗
𝐷30
= bit 30 of previous word (6th bit of previous word parity)

𝑑3 = bit 3 of current word

⊕ = Exclusive OR (XOR) logic operation

If the logic expression on the right side of the preceding equations matches the
corresponding parity bit on the left side of the equations, then the word received contains
no bit errors.
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2.4

Receiver Architecture
The first element in a GPS receiver is the RF front end, further detailed in section

4. This consists of the necessary hardware to receive and condition the GPS signal for
digitization. It is usually made of an antenna, amplifiers, filters and a mixer. Once the
GPS signal is conditioned properly for digitization, an analog-to-digital converter, or
ADC, samples the signal and provides digital samples for further baseband digital signal
processing.
The baseband signal processing elements of a GPS receiver are the removal of
both the C/A code (despreading) and the carrier frequency (downconversion) to extract
the data message. Upon obtaining the data message, the detection of the preamble is
performed and the beginning of the subframe is obtained. The required baseband signal
processing is divided into 3 separate, sequential functions: acquisition, tracking, and
navigational message decoding.
Acquisition, further detailed in section 5, is the process by which the receiver
determines which satellites are in view [4]. It involves the downconversion of the
digitized GPS signal to baseband and identification of the acquired C/A code to
determine which satellite transmitted the signal. To downconvert the signal, the carrier
frequency must be known. Due to the Doppler effect causing a frequency offset on the
L1 carrier, the actual frequency of the received carrier must be estimated. Knowing that
the receiver is stationary and the Doppler shift must be between ±5 KHz, a search can be
performed across all possible carrier frequencies. Identification of the C/A code involves
comparison of the acquired C/A code to all 32 possible C/A codes to identify the satellite
from which the signal originated.

Each satellite is continuously transmitting its

respective code but the beginning of the code is unknown. Therefore, the beginning of a
block of data in the receiver does not necessarily correspond to the beginning of the code.
Thus, the difference in time between the beginning of the code and the data block at the
receiver must be estimated. This operation is completed through the use of a crosscorrelation between the received data block and the original code. Since each code has a
maximum correlation only for zero lag, the code phase of the receiver signal can be
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determined.

Thus, in acquisition, both the C/A code phase and the carrier frequency are

estimated.

Once both the carrier frequency and code phase have been estimated, the

values can be passed to tracking.
Since satellites are in continuous motion, the distance between any given satellite
and the receiver is dynamic. Furthermore, the carrier frequency of the received signal is
also constantly changing due to Doppler shifts. Thus, once acquired, a satellite must be
tracked over time to maintain synchronization with the locally generated carrier and code
replicas [4]. The tracking process is further described in section 6. Both the C/A code
time alignment and the carrier frequency must be tracked.
To track the time alignment of the C/A code, three local replicas are generated for
each C/A code. The version that exactly matches the alignment of the incoming C/A
code is referred to as prompt. A slightly advanced version, known as early, and a slightly
delayed version, known as late are also generated [4]. Correlation of the incoming signal
with these three versions informs the receiver if the code needs to be adjusted, by how
much, and in which direction. This is accomplished in a delay locked loop (DLL), which
computes the misalignment in time between the local copies of the code and produces an
error signal to correct the generation of the local copies of the code.
To track the carrier frequency of the acquired signal, phase locked loops (PLL) or
frequency locked loops (FLL) are often used [4]. In a PLL, the phase error between the
local copy of the carrier and the received signal is used to create an error signal. In the
case of an FLL, the frequency error between the local copy of the carrier and received
signal is used in the creation of an error signal. In both cases, the error signal is then used
to correct the carrier generator, producing a more accurate local copy of the carrier. Both
PLLs and FLLs most often use a Costas loop architecture, as it is the most common
method to track BPSK waveforms in GPS [6]. In the Costas loop architecture, two
copies of the carrier are generated. The first copy produced has the same phase as the
received carrier, called the in-phase copy. The second copy produced has a +90o phase
shift to the in-phase carrier and is referred to as the quadrature copy.
In a tracking channel, feedback loops are used to generate accurate local copies of
both the code and carrier for their removal from the incoming data. Once these two
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elements have been removed from the incoming data, the output from tracking channel,
the navigational bits, can be obtained.
The final processing step for this GPS receiver is confirmation that the
navigational message has been successfully obtained, as detailed in section 8. This is
done by searching for the preamble of the TLM word and performing a parity check of
the TLM and HOW words. A correlation between the navigational bits and the preamble
produces a maximum value each time the preamble occurs in the received bits. The time
between each occurrence of the preamble can then be measured. If the preamble occurs
every 6 seconds, then successful reception of the navigational message is verified. To
further ensure that the message has been received correctly, without bit errors, a parity
check on both the TLM and HOW words is performed. Both words contain a 6-bit parity
which can be used to ensure no bit errors are present.
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3. WARP
3.1

Overview
The Wireless Open Access Research Platform (WARP) board designed by Rice

University [7] for the prototyping of advanced wireless networks contains a Xilinx field
programmable gate array (FPGA) and an embedded PowerPC processor [8]. It has been
used as a research platform by numerous researchers [9] [10] [11] [12]. A picture of the
WARP FPGA Board v2 with some of its features highlighted can be seen in Fig. 3.1.

Fig. 3.1 WARP FPGA Board v2
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3.2

Architecture
The WARP supports many different hardware configurations.

The specific

hardware elements utilized in the GPS receiver are presented here, but a more complete
description of the WARP can be found in works by Duarte et al., Rice University, and
Gupta [13] [7] [14].
3.2.1

Hardware versions
When this work started, only two different versions of the WARP FPGA Board

existed. The WARP version 1 is populated with a Xilinx Virtex 2 FPGA, while the
WARP version 2 has a Xilinx Virtex 4 FPGA (XC4VFX100FFG1517-11C).

Both

versions support the same collection of daughtercards. Recently, Rice University has
released a WARP FPGA Board version 3. It was unavailable at the time of this work, so
the GPS receiver architecture and design detailed here will be recommended for the
WARP FPGA Board version 2. Hereafter, in this document, the WARP FPGA Board
version 2 will be referred to simply as the WARP.
3.2.2

FPGA/Processor
At the core of the WARP is a Xilinx Virtex 4 FPGA. This FPGA provides the

majority of configurability in the platform by creating connections between the various
hardware resources on the WARP. The Virtex 4 itself contains 42K logic slices, 160
DSP48 Slices, and 376 Block RAMs, among other resources [15]. However, the most
notable feature of the Virtex 4 is that it contains a PowerPC 405 processor.

This

processor is a 32-bit implementation derived from the PowerPC architecture created by
IBM [16].
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3.2.3

FPGA-processor communication
To facilitate data exchange between the FPGA and the processor, Xilinx has

developed the Processor Local Bus (PLB) architecture. In the PLB architecture, master
and slave devices share a common but decoupled read-data, write-data, address and status
bus. If a device wishes to use the bus, the PLB arbiter decides if the item’s priority is
high enough or if the bus is idle, before allowing communication [17]. In terms of
utilizing FPGA resources on the PLB bus, the processor can utilize dedicated Xilinx
functions to read or write to a specific memory-mapped address to initiate a transfer over
the bus.
3.3

Platform Hardware Resources
The WARP contains a plethora of resources attached externally to the FPGA.

These hardware resources can be configured by the FPGA through control lines hardwired to FPGA pins on the board. Many of these resources receive data from pre-built
FPGA design elements called cores. These cores can be utilized to implement complex
data protocols. The sections 3.3.1 through 3.3.6 detail several of these resources and
their corresponding cores.
3.3.1

Clock board
The Virtex 4 on the WARP is driven by a 40 MHz temperature compensated

crystal oscillator (TCXO); however, off-board connectors are available for external clock
sources if desired [18]. The clocks for the PLB, processor, DDR2 RAM, and analog
board are created by Digital Clock Manager Blocks inside of the Virtex 4 which are
driven by the 40 MHz reference [19]. This provides a great deal of flexibility for the
specific clock rates of the FPGA cores and ADC elements. The Digital Clock Manager
blocks are configured to generate the frequency of interest based on frequency divide and
multiply settings [20].
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3.3.2

Analog board
The platform has 4 separate daughtercard slots. Each of these slots is capable of

holding 1 of 4 different types of daughtercards. The only daughtercard used in this
architecture is the “analog board”. This daughtercard serves as a baseband ADC/DAC
interface to the WARP. Since the DACs are unused in this architecture, they are not
discussed further. The inputs of the AD9248, 2-channel, 14-bit, 65MS/s ADC are driven
differentially by specialized buffer amplifiers to preserve noise figure. The inputs to the
board are restricted to 2V p-p [18].

This board requires no initial configuration. The

only signal needed to operate this board is an input clock. This clock can be provided by
the FPGA via dedicated lines, or via a set of header pins [18].

3.3.3

UART communication
Low-speed serial communication on the WARP is handled by one of two

universal asynchronous receiver transmitter (UART) interfaces. The first is driven by a
USB-UART interface to support serial communication over USB [18]. The second
interface is the more standard RS-232 interface connected though a DB9 connector [18].
The external UART hardware is controlled via dedicated lines to the FPGA. Inside the
FPGA, the Xilinx built UART Lite core creates an interface on the PLB by which the
processor can send data over UART by simply calling the “xil_prinf” function.

A

connection to a host computer, with either a USB or DB9 connector, is possible through
the use of a terminal emulator on that computer. TeraTerm Pro was used as it is freeware
with a straightforward interface. The Baud Rate of the UART connection is configured
in the UART Lite core. This value can range from 4800 to 921600; however, TeraTerm
only supports speeds upto 115200. It is important to set the clock frequency of the PLB
in the uartlite core, as the default value could be incorrect resulting in erratic behavior of
the UART connection. The necessary FPGA pin constraints are available in the WARP
Repository, discussed later, in a listing of “Other I/O” interfaces in the hardware
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description for the WARP FPGA board [18]. These constraints are responsible for telling
the Xilinx compiler which FPGA pins should be wired to specific signals.
3.3.4

Digital I/O pins
For a single-bit or a status-flag interface, the best choice is the bank of 16 digital

input/output pins.

This interface consists of unbuffered, 3.3 V, I/O pins connected

directly to FPGA I/O pins [18]. These pins can be directly connected to internal FPGA
signals for debugging and timing purposes. Since there is no connection to the PLB, a
custom interface would need to be developed by the user to allow the processor to control
these pins. The necessary FPGA pin constraints for the compiler are available in the
WARP Repository in a listing of “Other I/O” interfaces in the hardware platform
description for the WARP FPGA board [18].
3.3.5

Ethernet
High-speed communication on the WARP is achieved through the use of the

single Ethernet transceiver chip.

This Marvell 88e1111 Gigabit Ethernet PHY

implements all the physical layer functionality needed for Ethernet packet transmission
and reception [18]. The MAC layer functionality is provided in the FPGA through the
use of the Ethernet Lite Media Access Controller core. This core, attached to the PLB,
provides the processor with the ability to construct packets at the MAC layer. These
packets are then passed to the physical layer chip for transmission. The necessary FPGA
pin constraints for the compiler are available in the WARP Repository in a description of
the Ethernet interface in the hardware platform description for the WARP FPGA board
[18]. It should be noted that the physical layer chip does not have the auto-MDIX
(medium dependent interface crossover) capability, meaning that a crossover cable or
Ethernet switch is needed between the WARP and a host computer.
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3.3.6

Memory
The Virtex 4 FPGA has 6.7 MB of memory on chip in the form of block RAM.

These memory spaces can be instantiated in custom core designs, or they can exist as
cores on their own. In both cases, the block RAM can be connected to the PLB and
would then accessible to the processor. Block RAM represents a straightforward way to
transfer data between the FPGA and processor. Registers can be allocated in block RAM
where the FPGA and processor can read/write to the same memory space. Block RAM
also is a viable option for the storage of lookup tables (LUT).
When more than 6.7 MB of memory is needed, the WARP’s DDR2 memory
interface is available. Assuming that the DDR2 memory has not been changed from
factory default, the platform has 2 GB of memory available over the DDR2 interface. To
facilitate read/writes, Xilinx has a pre-built core called the Multi-Port Memory Controller
(MPMC) which serves to connect the DDR2 memory module to the PLB [19]. Each byte
of data available in the memory module is assigned an address, and the processor can
now utilize read/write commands to extract/load data from memory. While the MPMC
interface runs off the PLB clock, the DDR2 module itself has separate clocking
requirements. The DDR2 module requires two clocks. One clock should be at least
twice the PLB clock speed. The other clock should be same frequency but 90o out of
phase with the first. Furthermore, the PLB and DDR2 clocks should be integer multiples
of each other. It is crucial to set the “Memory Clock Period” parameter in the MPMC
equal to the speed of the DDR2 module’s clock, not the PLB clock. Other DDR2
memory specific parameters in the MPMC, as well as the necessary FPGA pin constraints
can be found in the WARP Repository, in a listing of memory available in the hardware
platform description for the WARP FPGA board [18].
3.4

WARP Repository
One of the most powerful tools in developing on the WARP is access to the

online WARP repository. This is an open-source collection of schematics, tutorials,
libraries, related papers, and example firmware/software builds (like WARPLab,
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discussed in section 3.6) that are all designed to make working with the WARP easier
[18]. The open-access nature of the WARP allows users to examine all aspects of the
platform. An online user forum allows the general public to ask questions to the original
developers of the system to obtain additional information.
3.5

Development Tools
As previously stated, there are three different versions of the WARP FPGA board.

Version 1 contained a Xilinx Virtex 2 FPGA. Xilinx has stopped supporting the Virtex 2
in its development tools (ISE) following tool version 10.1. As a result, a large amount of
work in the WARP Repository was done utilizing the older Xilinx ISE version 10.1.
Instead of utilizing newer versions of the Xilinx tool set, which are incompatible with the
older versions, Xilinx ISE version 10.1 was utilized in this design. Tutorials on using
Xilinx ISE for developing firmware and software on the WARP are also available in the
WARP Repository [18].
3.5.1

Firmware
The design of the firmware refers to the hardware description of the system. This

description will configure the FPGA to perform the needed tasks and connect signals to
the appropriate pins.

Firmware is also responsible for instantiating memory and

resources accessible to the processor. The processor software is a separate entity which
will be discussed later.
Rather than writing custom logic cores for the WARP in VHDL or Verilog,
Xilinx provides a tool known as System Generator which is able to speed development
significantly.

This tool integrates with the graphical programming environment of

Matlab’s Simulink interface and allows for the assembly of different FPGA elements
(logic gates, mathematical instructions, etc.). This allows development and simulation of
all FPGA logic to occur from within the Simulink environment. Included in the WARP
Repository are System Generator libraries for utilizing WARP resources, like the ADC
on the analog board. Furthermore, System Generator is able to develop the necessary
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interfaces between any custom FPGA logic and the PowerPC processor through the use
of the Processor Local Bus (PLB) architecture. Specifically, memory mapped blocks of
FPGA Block RAM and memory mapped FPGA registers can be instantiated, which are
then accessible to the PowerPC processor [21].
Once a model has been built and tested in System Generator, it can be exported as
a core, to be imported into an existing design in Xilinx Embedded Development Kit
(EDK). EDK is another tool in the Xilinx ISE tool set, allowing multiple pre-built or
custom cores to be instantiated and connected to any required bus structures, FPGA
signals, or FPGA pins. One of the simplest methods for creating a WARP FPGA Board
design in EDK is to use the Xilinx Base System Builder. This step-by-step process takes
the user through all of the design options available on the WARP, including: size of
processor data and instruction memory, specific daughtercard selection for each slot,
PLB/processor clock frequency, block memory allocation, DDR2 memory allocation,
ethernet connectivity, and UART connectivity. Because of the include files contained in
the WARP Repository, Base System Builder is aware of all the different hardware
settings needed to create a WARP EDK project. Once the FPGA architecture has been
designed, EDK is capable of performing the necessary compilation, map, and route
functions necessary to create a complete FPGA bitstream, ready for download.
3.5.2

Software
Following design of the firmware, a software application can be built for the

PowerPC in the Software Development Kit (SDK), another member of the Xilinx ISE
tool set. SDK is invoked after successful compilation of the bitstream from inside EDK.
SDK allows the user to designate areas of FPGA memory to be used for instruction, data,
heap, and stack memory. SDK also serves as an integrated development environment for
creating PowerPC software applications in C. It includes a code editor, compiler, linker,
and debug interface built on the Eclipse programming environment.
Once the desired software application has been successfully compiled, SDK can
download the desired firmware and software to the WARP board by invoking the Xilinx
download tool iMPACT.
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3.6

WARPLab Ethernet Data Transfer
WARPLab is one of the most powerful example designs contained in the WARP

Repository. This design provides an efficient and straightforward method for developing
radio networks with the WARP. More information about the capabilities of WARPLab is
available in the WARP Repository [18].
While the radio network capabilities of WARPLab are not needed for a GPS
receiver, the Ethernet connectivity implemented in WARPLab can be adapted to transfer
data in and out of the platform. Use of Ethernet UDP packets enables transfer of large
amounts of data quickly between the WARP and a host computer.
3.6.1

Ethernet in Matlab
Using the open-source “TCP/UDP/IP Toolbox” created by Rydesater for Matlab,

sending UDP packets does not require the Instrument Control Toolbox from Mathworks
[22]. The “pnet” function in this toolbox is capable of handling all of the necessary steps
for establishing a UDP connection with the WARP node.
In the WARPLab architecture, Matlab creates a control packet which contains a
specific command number to be executed in the WARP. This command number is
decoded by the processor in the WARP through the use of a large switch statement. Each
case in the switch statement represents a different command (get data, store data, etc.)
and the processor replies with a specific “acknowledgement packet” that the command
was received and executed [13]. The Matlab packet contains a packet number, a specific
memory address in the WARP to be accessed and (if needed) a payload of up to 1024
bytes as illustrated by Fig. 3.2. Once the packet has been constructed and sent, Matlab
waits to receive an acknowledgement packet before continuing with any new instructions.
Should the WARP not provide an acknowledgement packet, a timeout event occurs and
the Matlab program will terminate.
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Fig. 3.2 Matlab Ethernet packet

3.6.2

Ethernet in the WARP
As described in 3.3.5, packets are built by the processor at the MAC layer before

sending them to the physical layer device for transmission. Each case in the processor’s
switch statement corresponds to a different type of packet to be built.
In the case of a “get data command”, a memory copy function is used to retrieve
the 1024 bytes from a memory location and store them in the processor’s data memory as
the packet payload. This data is combined with a new packet number, the current
command number, the acknowledgement flag, and the memory address from which the
payload originated is included. The WARP packet is illustrated in Fig. 3.3.
A similar “store data command”, moves 1024 bytes from a received Matlab
packet payload to a specific memory address. Once the data transfer is complete, the
processor returns an acknowledgement packet (with no payload) to Matlab to signify the
data was received and stored.

Fig. 3.3 WARP Ethernet packet
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3.7

Modified Ethernet Data Transfer
The Ethernet structure described in 3.3.5 is utilized to move data from WARP

memory to Matlab where it can then be written to disk or otherwise processed. The only
change that needs to be made to the WARPLab Ethernet structure is the packet reception
behavior of Matlab.
In WARPLab, when Matlab is waiting for an acknowledgement packet, a timer is
started. After certain duration if the packet is not received, the reception is aborted and
the program is terminated. This behavior is not desired in a data transfer. Instead, if
Matlab does not receive a reply from the WARP after certain duration, the packet is
resent from Matlab. A “mush” counter ensures that Matlab does not attempt to resend a
packet endlessly. This modification to the WARPLab Ethernet protocol allows for the
loss of a packet between Matlab and the WARP without ruining a data transfer.
3.8

Utilizing Interrupts
The PowerPC 405 has two separate interrupt ports, a critical interrupt and non-

critical interrupt. To make use of these ports, a signal in the FPGA must connect an
interrupt output port to the interrupt input port in the processor [23].

Output ports

created by System Generator are not by default configured for interrupt usage. This can
be remedied by altering the microprocessor description (MPD) file created by System
Generator after compiling the core. This MPD file can be opened in EDK or a simple
text-editor for alteration. As an example, Fig. 3.4 shows an excerpt from a custom core’s
MPD after System Generator has compiled the core.

It shows two output ports,

“acquisitiondone” and “trackingcompleted”, which were configured to be top-level
output ports. They are in a default configuration, ready to be connected to other internal
FPGA signals but not to the processor’s interrupt input ports. To transform these output
ports into interrupt output ports, Fig. 3.5 shows the addition to MPD file needed to
transform “acquisitiondone” and “trackingcompleted” into interrupt output ports, ready to
be connected to the processor. In this case, both the processor and custom core ports
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were configured to be sensitive to a rising edge; however a falling edge signal can also be
used.

Fig. 3.4 Excerpt from core MPD file with default port configuration

Fig. 3.5 Excerpt from core MPD file with interrupt port configuration

Once the interrupt signals have been connected to the processor, interrupt service
routines (ISRs) for both the critical and non-critical interrupts can be implemented in the
processor. A detailed description on ISRs in the PowerPC is available in the Xilinx
application note on using interrupts [23]. For the present application, only two interrupts
were needed, so an interrupt controller was unnecessary.
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4. GPS RECEIVER FRONT END
4.1

Antenna/LNA
The interface between the antenna and the WARP board is known as the RF front

end. The frequency of the GPS L1 Carrier is 1.57542GHz, out of range for the analog
board. Additional hardware is required to interface the analog board with the GPS L1
signal. Due to the wide variety of RF front ends which are viable for obtaining GPS
signals, the antenna, amplifier and filter described in Thompson et al. will be considered
a starting point for the interfacing of the GPS signal to the WARP [1]. This front-end
design was chosen as it has been demonstrated by Thompson et al. to be a viable GPS RF
front-end [1].
The antenna utilized was a GPSRSSMA antenna. This active antenna provided
approximately 28 dB of gain. A 58529A bandpass filter from Symmetricom provided
another 20 dB of gain before the downconverter [1]. A basic block diagram of the
receiver can be seen in Fig. 4.1, a more detailed description of the antenna and the
bandpass filter is available in Thompson et al. [1].

Fig. 4.1 Receiver front-end block diagram
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4.2

Downconverter
The interface between the RF front end and the analog board is a downconverter

which mixes the L1 carrier at or near baseband for A/D conversion. Once the signal has
been downconverted, it needs to be passed through an amplifier to scale the signal
appropriately for digitization. An elegant solution to the requirement of a downconverter
and gain amplifier is the use of a spectrum analyzer. By setting the spectrum analyzer’s
span to 0 Hz, its center frequency to L1, and configuring the gain properly, it will
produce a downconverted signal at its intermediate frequency (IF) output.

In this

receiver, a Rohde & Schwarz FSG Spectrum Analyzer was used to produce a
downconverted signal from the RF front end at 20.4 MHz.
4.3

Sample Rate Selection
The Rohde & Schwarz Spectrum Analyzer downconverts the signal to an IF of

20.4 MHz. The sample rate of the ADC must be selected such that at least 2 MHz of the
GPS signal bandwidth is captured, as this represents approximately 90% of the total
signal power [4].
To further downconvert the signal, undersampling or sub-Nyquist sampling was
used to perform digital downconversion. An appropriate sampling rate was selecting by
looking at the position of each Nyquist Zone. The Nyquist Zone Boundaries fall on
integer multiples of the selected sample rate, divided by two. By selecting a sampling
rate of 6.25 MHz, the Nyquist Zones are defined as shown in Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1
Nyquist Zone boundary for a 6.25 MHz sampling rate
Zone Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Begins at Frequency (MHz)
0*Fs/2 = 0
1*Fs/2 = 3.125
2*Fs/2 = 6.25
3*Fs/2 = 9.375
4*Fs/2 = 12.5
5*Fs/2 = 15.625
6*Fs/2 = 18.75
7*Fs/2 = 21.875

Ends at Frequency (MHz)
1*Fs/2 = 3.125
2*Fs/2 = 6.25
3*Fs/2 = 9.375
4*Fs/2 = 12.5
5*Fs/2 = 15.625
6*Fs/2 = 18.75
7*Fs/2 = 21.875
8*Fs/2 = 25

The output of the spectrum analyzer falls near the middle of the 7th Nyquist zone as seen
in Fig. 4.2. The 2 MHz of bandwidth needed for a GPS receiver is represented by the
“main lobe” of the signal which is centered about 20.4 MHz.

Nyquist
Zone 1

Nyquist
Zone 2

3.125MHz

Nyquist
Zone 3

6.25MHz

Nyquist
Zone 4

9.375MHz

Nyquist
Zone 5

Nyquist
Zone 6

Nyquist
Zone 7

Nyquist
Zone 8

12.5MHz 15.625MHz 18.75MHz 21.875MHz
20.4MHz

Fig. 4.2 Theoretical GPS spectrum after downconversion by Rohde & Schwarz FSG
Spectrum Analyzer

The low sampling rate causes aliasing of the original signal. In this case, the aliasing will
be beneficial as it performs a frequency translation on the original signal. Since the
original signal is in the 7th Nyquist Zone, there will be aliased copies of the GPS
spectrum in each of other Nyquist Zones. In the odd numbered zones, the spectrum
appears the same as it does in zone 7. In the even numbered zones, the spectrum will
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appear as a mirror image of the spectrum seen in zone 7. Fig. 4.3 shows where the
aliased copies of the GPS spectrum, now represented by an impulse for convenience, will
occur in each Nyquist zone.

Nyquist
Zone 1

Nyquist
Zone 2

3.125MHz
1.65MHz

Nyquist
Zone 3

6.25MHz

4.6MHz

Nyquist
Zone 4

9.375MHz

7.9MHz

Nyquist
Zone 5

Nyquist
Zone 6

Nyquist
Zone 7

Nyquist
Zone 8

12.5MHz 15.625MHz 18.75MHz 21.875MHz

10.85MHz 14.15MHz 17.1MHz

20.4MHz

Fig. 4.3 Spectrum showing aliasing due to sub-Nyquist sampling

As seen in Fig. 4.2, the entire GPS spectrum does not fall inside of a single
Nyquist Zone. Since parts of the spectrum, mainly the side lobes, fall outside of the 7th
Nyquist Zone boundary, they too will be replicated in the other zones due to aliasing.
However, the replicated side lobes will become distorted due to their straddling of a
Nyquist Zone boundary. The side lobes of the GPS spectrum will now be considered as
noise because of this distortion. The side lobes could be filtered at the output of the
downconverter to improve the performance of the undersampling process.

In this

receiver, the power of the main lobe was great enough to overcome the noise contributed
by the aliased side-lobes. As a result, a filter was not used before the undersampling
process.
Using undersampling, the original carrier of 20.4 MHz has been effectively
downconverted to a lower frequency. This frequency will be the difference between the
original carrier and the boundary of the previous Nyquist Zone. The previous Nyquist
Zone ends at 18.75 MHz, producing a difference of 1.65 MHz from the IF output at 20.4
MHz. Thus, the sampling rate of 6.25 MHz downconverts the original signal to 1.65 MHz
all while maintaining at least 2 MHz of the original bandwidth. The remaining carrier
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will be removed during acquisition and tracking to ultimately bring the signal down to
baseband.
4.4

Clock Rate Selection
Creating a sample rate of 6.25 MHz is possible by first oversampling the ADC at

a higher clock frequency and then performing downsampling on the resulting data. The
desired clock rate of 6.25 MHz is not easy to produce with the FPGA. Since the
reference clock provided to the FPGA is 40 MHz, the digital clock modules in the FPGA
would be unable to synthesize this low frequency [20]. However, if the ADC clock is
chosen to be 37.5 MHz, this frequency is much closer to the reference and can be
synthesized with the FPGA’s digital clock modules [20]. Therefore, the ADC clock was
set to run at 37.5 MHz and the resulting data is then decimated by a factor of 6 to produce
the desired sample rate. This process is illustrated by Fig. 4.4.

Fig. 4.4 ADC sample rate block diagram

The clock rate chosen for the FPGA’s systems, chiefly, the PLB bus clock, was
selected to be as fast as possible while still maintaining successful timing closure.
During creation of the FPGA image, the Xilinx ISE tools must perform a timing analysis
of the FPGA design. If the clock rate of an FPGA design exceeds the latency of the
elements in the FPGA, the design will not function correctly and an unsuccessful timing
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closure occurs.

The other FPGA systems, mostly pre-built elements, like Ethernet

connectivity and DDR2 memory have upper limits on their input clocks which cannot be
exceeded [19] [24]. To make the interface between the various FPGA systems efficient,
a common clock was chosen for all of them. Furthermore, the PLB clock should be a
multiple of the ADC clock so that synchronization between incoming samples and the
remainder of the GPS algorithm is simple. Given all of these constraints, the PLB clock
was chosen to be 75 MHz. This allows the GPS algorithm to run at a factor of 12 faster
than the sample clock rate, while still being able to close the timing constraints of the prebuilt elements.
Finally, the clock rate of the processor is recommended to be an integer multiple
of the PLB clock. The processor clock was chosen to be 150 MHz. Faster clock rates
were tried, but failed to meet timing constraints during design compilation.
4.5

Sample Quantization
The analog board’s ADC provides 14-bit samples. This level of precision is

would result in excessive and unwarranted logic resources in the signal processing
algorithm. The number of bits utilized by other GPS receivers ranges from single bit
quantization all the way up to 8 –bit quantization [4]. Different bit quantization effects
were explored in Thompson et al. [1]. It was shown that 3 and 4-bit quantization has
slighty less performance than unquantized data, with diminishing returns as the number
of bits is increased past 4-bits [1]. Based on this information, 4-bit quantization was
selected for this receiver.
The method selected for converting a 14-bit sample to a 4-bit sample is a uniform
quantizer with the levels listed in Table 4.2. The quantizer levels were derived from the
tables found detailed by Max [25]. This quantizer is designed for a Gaussian input signal
having a mean of 0 and variance of 1. This quantizer is appropriate for GPS data, as the
received GPS signal appears Gaussian in nature [1].
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Table 4.2
Gaussian quantizer levels
Normalized Input Value Ranges Desired Output
-2.680
-8
-2.345
-7
-2.010
-6
-1.675
-5
-1.340
-4
-1.005
-3
-0.670
-2
-0.335
-1
0.000
0
0.335
1
0.670
2
1.005
3
1.340
4
1.675
5
2.010
6
2.345
7

To determine the mean and standard deviation of the raw 14-bit signal obtained
from the ADC, 360,448 samples were collected from the ADC (~57 ms of data) and
analyzed in Matlab. The resulting histogram is displayed in Fig. 4.5.
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Fig. 4.5 Histogram of raw 14-bit data

The mean was computed to be 278.0952. This value represents a DC offset present in the
ADC which can be removed with a simple subtraction operation in the FPGA. The
standard deviation was computed to be 177.8922. This value is multiplied against each
of the threshold levels in Table 4.2 to adjust the threshold levels needed for the receiver.
These threshold levels are indicated in Table 4.3.
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Table 4.3
Receiver quantizer threshold levels
Original
Threshold
Levels
-2.680
-2.345
-2.010
-1.675
-1.340
-1.005
-0.670
-0.335
0.000
0.335
0.670
1.005
1.340
1.675
2.010
2.345
2.680

Corrected
Threshold
Levels
-477
-417
-358
-298
-238
-179
-119
-60
0
60
119
179
238
298
358
417
477

14-bit Binary
Representation

Desired
Output

11 1110 0010 0011
11 1110 0101 1111
11 1110 1001 1010
11 1110 1101 0111
11 1111 0001 0010
11 1111 0100 1110
11 1111 1000 1001
11 1111 1100 0101
00 0000 0000 0000
00 0000 0011 1011
00 0000 0111 0111
00 0000 1011 0010
00 0000 1110 1110
00 0001 0010 1001
00 0001 0110 0101
00 0001 1010 0001
00 0001 1101 1100

-8
-7
-6
-5
-4
-3
-2
-1
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

1000
1001
1010
1011
1100
1101
1110
1111
0000
0001
0010
0011
0100
0101
0110
0111

The ideal quantizer would use threshold testing for each incoming value to
determine which two thresholds the sample lies between and return the appropriate value.
However, this design would require many different 14-bit comparisons of each sample.
Many logic elements and complexity can be saved through careful observation of the
binary representation of each threshold level and the desired output.
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Table 4.4
Implemented threshold levels
Threshold
Levels
-477
-417
-358
-298
-238
-179
-119
-60
0
60
119
179
238
298
358
417
477

14-bit Binary
Representation

Bit Sliced Threshold levels

Desired
Output

11 1110 0010 0011

11 1110 0010 0011

1000

-8

1000

11 1110 0101 1111

11 1110 0101 1111

1001

-7

1001

11 1110 1001 1010

11 1110 1001 1010

1010

-6

1010

11 1110 1101 0111

11 1110 1101 0111

1011

-5

1011

11 1111 0001 0010

11 1111 0001 0010

1100

-4

1100

11 1111 0100 1110

11 1111 0100 1110

1101

-3

1101

11 1111 1000 1001

11 1111 1000 1001

1110

-2

1110

11 1111 1100 0101

11 1111 1100 0101

1111

-1

1111

00 0000 0000 0000

00 0000 0000 0000

0000

0

0000

00 0000 0011 1011

00 0000 0011 1011

0000

1

0001

00 0000 0111 0111

00 0000 0111 0111

0001

2

0010

00 0000 1011 0010

00 0000 1011 0010

0010

3

0011

00 0000 1110 1110

00 0000 1110 1110

0011

4

0100

00 0001 0010 1001

00 0001 0010 1001

0100

5

0101

00 0001 0110 0101

00 0001 0110 0101

0101

6

0110

00 0001 1010 0001

00 0001 1010 0001

0110

7

0111

00 0001 1101 1100

00 0001 1101 1100

0111

As seen in Table 4.4, by performing a simple bit slicing on the raw 14-bit data
sample, the behavior of the ideal quantizer can be approximated. This quantizer does not
perfectly quantize the data as the ideal Gaussian quantizer would, but it requires far fewer
components than its ideal counterpart.

To confirm that this quantizer is viable, 37

seconds of data were collected from the RF front end through this quantizer using the
WARP. The data was analyzed in Matlab, and the characteristics of the signal are
illustrated in Fig. 4.6 [4].
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Fig. 4.6 Implemented quantizer characteristics

The time domain plot shows the segment of the data that was used to generate the
frequency domain plot. The frequency-domain plot shows the increased power around
the residual carrier frequency of 1.65 MHz. The Gaussian-shaped curve of the histogram
plot indicates that the implemented quantizer may perform as desired. For a visual
comparison, the characteristics of the ideal quantizer can be seen in Fig. 4.7.
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Fig. 4.7 Ideal quantizer characteristics

The raw 14-bit data collected earlier was passed through a software simulation of
the ideal quantizer in Matlab. Both the frequency domain and histogram plots from each
quantizer show similar performance. As proof that the quantizer is functional, Fig. 4.8
shows the list of acquired satellites by the Matlab-based GPS receiver available in Borre
et al. [4]. This figure shows the PRN, frequency of the carrier, Doppler offset from 1.65
MHz (in Hz), and the phase of the spreading code relative to the beginning of the
captured data. These numbers would not be possible unless the data quantizer was
functioning correctly.
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Fig. 4.8 Acquisition results from Borre et al. Matlab-based GPS receiver

A block diagram showing the quantizer used in this receiver is seen in Fig. 4.9.
The raw ADC input is first passed through a subtraction operation to remove the DC
offset. The mean is stored as a constant, configurable by the processor, and can change
with each different analog board utilized. Through raw data capture and analysis, the
mean for this analog board was found to be 278. Finally, the output of the subtraction
operation is passed through a bit slicer deleting bits 13-10 and bits 5-0. The output of the
bit slicer is a signed 4-bit sample. The S14.0 designation at the input to the bit slicer
indicates a 14-bit signed integer input with zero fractional bits, which is converted to a 4bit signed integer (S4.0) at its output.
Fixed-point numbers are easiest to represents in their short hand form.

For

example, a signed 4-bit number with zero fractional bits can be notated as a S4.0 number.
The preceding letter indicates the type, S for signed, U for unsigned. The first digit
represents the total number of bits and the number following the decimal point indicates
the number of bits from the least significant bit which are considered fractional bits.
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Fig. 4.9 4-bit quantizer block diagram
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5. ACQUISITION
5.1

Serial-Search Algorithm
The first step in obtaining the GPS message is to perform acquisition. This

process will estimate the code phase and Doppler frequency offset of the carrier for a
specific satellite vehicle number (SVN). Since this receiver is performing a “cold-start”,
where no previous information about the satellite is known, every code phase and every
Doppler offset must be searched.
There are three well-known techniques used for acquisition of a GPS signal –
serial search, parallel frequency space search, and parallel code space search acquisition
[26] [27]. The serial search method typically involves correlations of the received C/A
code with bit-aligned versions of known C/A codes. The parallel frequency space search
and the parallel code space search use the Fourier Transform in frequency space or code
space, respectively, and are inherently parallel approaches. The serial search acquisition
method can also be parallelized by using multiple correlations, testing several code bit
alignments at the same time [26]. For this work, the serial search algorithm was selected
because of its implementation simplicity.

In contrast to the parallel frequency and

parallel code space approaches, no implementation of the Fourier Transform is needed in
this acquisition methodology. The serial-search algorithm requires only multiply and
accumulate operations which are easily implemented by an FPGA. While the time to
complete acquisition can be reduced by implementing a parallelized approach with
multiple correlators, only a single correlator is implemented in this work.
The code phase being searched refers to the time alignment of the receiver’s data
with the satellite’s spreading code.

Since the satellite is always transmitting the

spreading code, when the receiver begins collecting data, the beginning of the code
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sequence is unknown. The spreading code has a high correlation value only when it is
aligned perfectly in time with itself. Using this property, a local copy of the spreading
code can be generated which starts at various phases in the chip sequence, from 0 to
1022. In the serial search algorithm, the code phase is usually searched in 0.5 chip steps
[2]. The locally generated copy of the code can be correlated with the incoming data and
if the received code is perfectly aligned with the generated code, the magnitude of the
correlation will be large. If the codes are misaligned, the magnitude of the correlation
will be small. By setting a specific threshold to indicate a successful correlation, the code
phase can be estimated.
In addition to the code phase, the carrier frequency must also be estimated. The
nominal carrier frequency value is determined from the frequency of the L1 carrier
(1.57542 GHz) and any downconversion to an intermediate frequency (IF). A local copy
of the carrier must be generated and removed from the received signal. As stated in
section 2.2, the carrier can experience a Doppler shift of ±5 KHz. Thus, a search is
performed ±5 KHz from the nominal value of the carrier. When estimating the frequency
of the carrier, the phase of the received carrier is also unknown. When generating a local
copy of the carrier, both an in-phase copy (I) and a quadrature copy (Q) are needed. The
Q-carrier is +90o out of phase with the I-carrier. By investigating the signal power on
both the I-modulated arm and the Q-modulated arm, the signal power is guaranteed to be
captured.
A block diagram of the serial-search algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 5.1. This
system works by trying each and every possible code phase and Doppler frequency until
the satellite is found. A single iteration of this algorithm corresponds to a search over a
single code phase and a single Doppler offset.
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Fig. 5.1 Serial-search block diagram

First, a single chip of the generated PRN spreading code is multiplied with a
quantized sample from the ADC. This operation removes the spreading code from the
data. To remove the carrier, the result from the previous operation is passed to two
separate mixers. One multiplies the result with a sample of the in-phase carrier, the
second multiplies the result with a sample of the quadrature carrier. The output of the
carrier mixers are each summed over an interval of N=6250 samples (corresponds to 1 ms
of data).

This integration time corresponds to length of the CA code.

Once the

integrations are completed, the results are dumped to a squaring and summing operation
to provide the magnitude-squared of the power. This magnitude-squared value is the
output of the serial-search algorithm and if it is over a certain threshold, represents a
successful estimation of a satellite’s code phase and carrier frequency.
The serial-search algorithm, code generator, and carrier generators are
implemented entirely in the FPGA. The processor will be responsible for selecting a
Doppler frequency/code phase to be searched and responsible for interpreting the
magnitude-squared output from the algorithm.
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5.2

Real-Time Performance
Thus far, the algorithm of acquisition has only been discussed in the abstract. To

implement acquisition in real-time the key architectural element to determine is
processing rate. Inside of the FPGA there are effectively two different clock domains.
The first domain is driven by the ADC sample rate at 6.25 MHz. The second domain is
driven by the FPGA clock which is 75 MHz. A processing rate increase is possible by
buffering the data from the sample clock domain and processing the saved data at the
FPGA clock speed which is 12 times faster.
5.2.1

Ping-pong buffers
The buffering scheme works with two separate buffers. One buffer is placed into

“record mode”. In this mode, it would be connected to an address counter driven by the
sample clock (or a downsampled copy of the FPGA clock to match the sample clock
speed and phase) and its data input connected to the ADC. Its output is not used. The
other buffer is in “playback mode” and the buffer is connected to an address counter
running at the FPGA clock speed. Its input would be disconnected, and its output would
be feeding the serial-search algorithm. Once one buffer has filled, the both buffers must
swap their states immediately. If there is any delay in swapping the inputs of the two
buffers, data samples could be lost.
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Fig. 5.2 Ping-pong buffering system at time t

Fig. 5.3 Ping-pong buffering system at time t+2 ms

Fig. 5.2 shows an example of the two buffer system at work. In this figure, data
block 2 is in “record” mode and is receiving samples from the ADC at a rate of 6.25
MHz. Data block 1 is in “playback” mode and is providing data to the serial-search
algorithm at the FPGA clock speed of 75 MHz. Fig. 5.3 shows the status of the buffers 2
ms after Fig. 5.2. This figure shows that data block 1 is now in “record” mode while data
block 2 is in “playback” mode.
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The size of each buffer is directly related to the integration time required by the
serial-search algorithm. If the buffer is 1 ms in length, enough data can be provided by a
single buffer to perform a single iteration (one code phase, one doppler offset) of the
algorithm.

However, in collecting only 1 ms of data, the bit transition times are

unknown. It is possible that a bit transition could occur in the 1 ms of gathered data,
skewing the results of acquisition. Instead, it is desirable to collect 2ms of data in each
buffer, guaranteeing that 1 ms of data without a bit transition has been obtained. At the
desired sample rate of 6.25 MHz, 2 ms of data will required the storage of 12500
samples. Each 32-bit word in memory only stores one 4-bit sample, requiring that each
buffer occupy 12500 words of memory (approximately 50 kB).
5.3

CA Code Generation
The first step in the serial-search algorithm requires a locally-generated copy of

the specific spreading code for a particular SVN at a particular phase. Furthermore, since
the specific SVN to be searched is unknown at start-up, all SVN codes should be
searched. There are 32 SVNs, therefore 32 different codes are required [4]. Rather than
generating the codes during receiver operation, all codes can be pre-stored in FPGA
block RAM and accessed during receiver operation. However, rather than storing each
1023 chip sequence and then upsampling the code to match the sample rate of 6.25 MHz
during receiver operation, each PRN code can be stored in its upsampled form. This
means that the code will be 6250 chips long in comparison to the original length of 1023
chips. Generating the PRN code offline is detailed in Borre et al. and an implementation
of his algorithm is available in the Matlab-based GPS receiver software provided in Borre
et al. [4].
To maximize the efficiency of the code storage, a single chip of each satellite’s
code is concatenated together to produce a 32-chip word, as seen in Fig. 5.4. Since each
chip can be stored as a single bit (store a 1 if the code chip is +1, store a 0 if the code chip
is -1), each 32-chip word can be stored as a 32-bit word. Each address in the FPGA’s
block RAM corresponds to a 32-bit word, making the entire code look-up table 6250
words in memory. The final element is a bit slicer, needed to separate a SVN’s chip from
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the others by masking-off the unwanted bits. The code generator produces a single chip
from each SVN’s code for each sample of input data. The chip sequence is always
produced in the same order during acquisition. The first ADC sample is multiplied with
chip 0 and the last ADC sample is multiplied with the last chip in the sequence. Instead
of altering the phase of the code, the phase of the input data is altered.

Fig. 5.4 Single memory word of code LUT

Determining the phase of the code in the received data is achieved through the use
of a cross-correlation operation.

The cross-correlation operation will produce a

maximum value once the locally-generated spreading code is aligned in time with the
spreading code present in the ADC data. To perform the cross-correlation operation, 1
ms of the 2 ms input buffer is multiplied with 1 ms of the local copy of the code. To
illustrate this process, Fig. 5.5 shows a search at a code phase of 0. Starting from buffer
memory address 0, 1 ms of data is cross-correlated with the PRN code stored in the code
look-up table. For this example, the operation did not yield a successful result, so the
code phase will be advanced by 0.5 chips and the search begins again.
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Fig. 5.5 Data used in acqusition for code phase 0 chips

Fig. 5.6 shows the data used for a code phase search of 0.5 chips. Rather than
using buffer data from address 0 to 6249, this time the buffer data will come from
addresses 3 through 6252. This +3 address increase in the data used in acquisition
represents the number of samples per 0.5 chips. The 1 ms of data taken from this buffer
would again be cross correlated with the same PRN code stored in the code LUT that was
used in the previous search.

Fig. 5.6 Data used in acquisition for code phase 0.5 chips
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Should this search not detect a SVN, the offset of the start address of the data
used in the next iteration of acquisition is increased again by 0.5 chips (address increase
of 3). The address offset will continue to increase after each unsuccessful search until the
address has been increased by a total of 1023 chips, representative of the 1023 possible
code phases. By increasing the starting index of the input data buffer, the effect of cross
correlating different code phases is achieved. The processor provides the desired code
phase (in 0.5 chip steps) to an address offset LUT, which will then initialize the starting
index of the data buffer for the desired code phase. This design is illustrated by the block
diagram in Fig. 5.7.

Fig. 5.7 Data delay generator block diagram

The address offset LUT contains the upsampled addresses to start the address counter
such that the code phase can be searched in 0.5 chip steps. Examples of the address
offset LUT are described by Table 5.1.
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Table 5.1
Code address offset LUT
Actual
Code
Phase
0
0.5
1
1.5
2
…
1021
1021.5
1022

5.4

LUT address
(code phase * 2)

Upsampled Code Phase, [actual
code phase * (6250 / 1023)]

Truncated Value
Stored in LUT

0
1
2
3
4
...
2042
2043
2044

0
3.05474
6.10948
9.16422
12.2189
…
6237.78
6240.84
6243.90

0
3
6
9
12
…
6237
6240
6243

Code Multiplier
The multiply operation between the incoming data and the locally generated code

could be handled by a multiplier, but then this operation would require at least 3 clock
cycles. Instead, a “dedicated code multiplier” can be constructed out of basic logic
elements to perform the same behavior of the full multiplier with less element cost and
fewer clock cycles to perform the computation.
The local copy of the spreading code is represented by a single bit. In signal
processing algorithms it is more convenient to represent the codes with a polar nonreturn-to-zero representation [4]. Therefore, the code would be stored as ±1, but since
this would require two bits instead of one, a zero in the code will actually represent a -1.
This means that a multiply with the incoming data and the code will either produce the
incoming data sample or the negative of the incoming data sample. The negative of a
number in binary in the two’s complement system is computed by inverting all of the bits
and adding a +1 to the result. The design of this “dedicated code multiplier” will use the
bit of the spreading code as a control flag. In the case that the spreading code is a +1, the
incoming data sample will be connected directly to the output via the multiplexer and it
will pass through without modification. Should the spreading code be a 0, actually a -1,
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the incoming data sample will be negated using the two’s complement procedure. The
multiplexer will connect the output of the two’s complement procedure to the output of
the multiplier. This multiplier design is depicted in Fig. 5.8 and requires only a single
clock cycle to perform its multiplication. This is the element used to perform the
multiplication between ADC data and the generated PRN code shown in Fig. 5.1, the
multiplications in that figure involving sine and cosine are explained in section 5.6.

Fig. 5.8 Spreading code multiplier

5.5

Carrier Generation
The next operation in the serial-search algorithm is the multiplication of a locally

generated copy of the carrier. Given that the satellites are moving overhead and the
receiver is stationary, a worst-case Doppler offset of ±5 KHz is possible [2]. Searching
through this Doppler frequency space requires that the span be quantized into discrete
bins which can be searched. In most cases, it is sufficient to search such that the worst
error possible is 500 Hz [4]. Simulation has shown that a good balance between bin
resolution and search time results in 500 Hz bins. This makes the worst error 250 Hz.
Using the parameters of 500 Hz bins and a span of ±5 kHz, 21 different carriers must be
searched.
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Given that the serial-search algorithm utilizes both an in-phase and quadrature
arm to compute signal magnitude, two phases of the carrier must generated
simultaneously. The quadrature arm must have its phase shifted by +90 degrees from the
in-phase arm. The carrier for the in-phase arm, will be a sine waveform with zero phase,
while the second copy generated, for the quadrature arm, will be a cosine waveform with
zero phase.
Generation of the sine and cosine waveforms is achieved through the use of a
numerically-controlled oscillator (NCO). The value of a specified constant is added to a
running accumulator. The four most significant bits of this sum represent an address in a
lookup table. There are two separate lookup tables, each of which holds a single period
of both cosine and sine respectively. A block diagram for the entire NCO is depicted in
Fig. 5.9.

Fig. 5.9 Carrier NCO block diagram

In designing the look-up tables for both sine and cosine, many different levels of
quantization of the original sinusoid were evaluated. The design described here utilized
values of sine and cosine quantized to 0, ±1, and ±2. These values were represented in
the LUT with 4-bits. The amount of memory required to store a single period of both
sine and cosine can be reduced by combining samples of the two waveforms together
such that they occupy a single memory word. Each value of cosine was concatenated
together with the corresponding value of sine, decreasing the overall required memory for
this LUT by a factor of 2.
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Fig. 5.10 32-bit memory word of carrier NCO LUT

The specific value added to the accumulator each clock cycle is controlled via the
processor. The processor has a LUT of different values that is placed in a register to be
added in the accumulator to generate a specific carrier frequency. The value of the NCO
accumulator word (∆𝑅 ) is determined by (5.1).
∆𝑅 =

Where

𝐹𝑜𝑢𝑡 2𝑁
𝐹𝐶𝐿𝐾

(5.1)

∆𝑅 = Value to be added to the NCO’s accumulator at each clock cycle
𝐹𝑜𝑢𝑡 = Desired Output Frequency from the NCO

𝐹𝐶𝐿𝐾 =Sample Clock Frequency = 6.25MHz

N=number of bits in the accumulator = 14 bits
Utilizing this equation, the LUT stored in the processor’s data memory can be created
offline for use during the acquisition process. This LUT is shown in Table 5.2.
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Table 5.2
NCO accumulator word LUT
∆𝑅 Stored in Memory, truncated
∆𝑅
𝐹𝑜𝑢𝑡 (Hz)
Carrier = 1.65 MHz 4325.38
4325
Carrier+500

4326.69

4326

Carrier-500

4324.07

4324

Carrier+1000

4328.00

4327

Carrier-1000

4322.75

4322

Carrier+1500

4329.31

4329

Carrier-1500

4321.44

4321

Carrier+2000

4330.62

4330

Carrier-2000

4320.13

4320

Carrier+2500

4331.93

4331

Carrier-2500

4318.82

4318

Carrier+3000

4333.24

4333

Carrier-3000

4317.51

4317

Carrier+3500

4334.55

4334

Carrier-3500

4316.20

4316

Carrier+4000

4335.86

4335

Carrier-4000

4314.89

4314

Carrier+4500

4337.17

4337

Carrier-4500

4313.58

4313

Carrier+5000

4338.48

4338

Carrier-5000

4312.27

4312

It should be noted that the LUT was created in this order to follow the typical Doppler
search pattern of a receiver working from cold-start conditions [2]. Since the nominal
value of the carrier frequency is the expected value, a Doppler offset of 0 Hz is searched
first. The search then continues outward from this value with the presumption that the
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carrier frequency is most likely to be close in frequency to the nominal value of the
carrier frequency.
5.6

Carrier Multiplier
Similar to the multiply operation that was performed with the code, another multiply

must be performed with the carrier.

Once again, a logic-based, “dedicated carrier

multiplier” is desired over utilizing a full multiplier. Since the value of the carrier can
assume only one out of five possible values, the multiplier logic can be constructed for
each of the five cases, as shown in Table 5.3.

Table 5.3
Logic for carrier multiplier
Carrier Value
0
1
-1
2
-2

Output
0
Input
-Input
Left shift Input by 1 bit
-1 * (left shift Input by 1 bit)

As with the code multiplier described in section 5.4, the binary negation operation will be
performed through the two’s complement procedure. In the case of a multiply by +2, an
arithmetic left-shift of the input will be equivalent to a multiply by +2. Should the carrier
be a +1, no operations should be performed on the input. And finally, in the case of a
multiply by -2, the operations of both a negation and a left-shift by 1 will be performed
on the input to produce the desired output. This multiplier, depicted in the block diagram
in Fig. 5.11, can produce a result after only a single clock cycle
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Fig. 5.11 Carrier multiplier block diagram

5.7

Integration
Once the code and carrier have been removed from the incoming data, the results

must be integrated for 1ms. This length of time represents the time required to obtain an
entire copy of the C/A code.

The integration operation is accomplished via an

accumulator which accumulates the sum of output from the carrier multipliers. There are
separate 16-bit, signed accumulators on both the in-phase and quadrature arms. The
number of bits in the accumulators were chosen such that an overflow condition would be
unlikely to occur.
5.8

Computation of Magnitude
The final operation in the serial-search algorithm is the computation of squared

magnitude. This is done by squaring and summing the output of the integrators from
both the in-phase and quadrature branches. The squaring operation represents the first
use of hardware multipliers in the design. Since the accumulators produce a S16.0
number, the squaring operation produces two U32.0 numbers which are then summed to
produce a single U32.0 number. Once again, the 32-bit output from the multipliers was
chosen to prevent the possibility of an overflow condition. This value is the output from
the serial-search algorithm.
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5.9

Interpreting the Results
The magnitude squared output value obtained from the serial-search algorithm is

passed from the FPGA to processor to determine the viability of the code phase and
Doppler estimates obtained during the acquisition process. This magnitude must be
greater than or equal to a threshold for the estimates to be deemed correct. In the case of
this receiver, the threshold level was determined empirically in the following manner.
Sample data was collected from the RF front end and processed by an existing
software-defined GPS receiver available in Borre et al. [4]. This receiver is able to
provide the correct code phase and Doppler offset for a given data set. This data set was
then run through a Matlab simulation of the algorithm implemented in the WARP-based
receiver. Magnitudes for correct and incorrect estimates of satellites’ signal parameters
were observed and a value of 9,000,000 was chosen as a viable threshold level. This
threshold strikes an even balance between obtaining a false detection and missing a weak
signal. To ensure that this threshold is viable, two other data sets were collected and
processed, with similar results.
The algorithm used for evaluating the threshold was derived from the Tong
Detector described in Kaplan [2], and is illustrated in Fig. 5.12. The original Tong
detector sets the threshold utilized by approximating the root-mean-square noise of the
system [2].

This is done by passing previous magnitude-squared values through a

recursive lowpass filter [2]. In the system implemented in this work, the threshold
utilized was found empirically and used as a constant. The remainder of the Tong
Detector described in Kaplan is implemented in the WARP-based receiver [2]. The
threshold evaluation algorithm is implemented entirely in the processor. The magnitudesquared value described in section 5.8 is exported from the FPGA to the processor over
the PLB architecture, described in section 3.2.3.
This threshold evaluation algorithm does not accept a single successful run of the
acquisition process; rather, the processor’s threshold algorithm demands a successful
estimation of a satellite’s parameters 6 times before a successful lock is declared. For
each Doppler frequency/code phase to be search, a counter it initialized to a value of 2.
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This initial value of the counter as well as the number of successes was chosen from the
description provided by Kaplan [2].

If the magnitude-squared value exceeds the

threshold, the counter is incremented.

If the threshold is not met, the counter is

decremented. Should the counter reach 0, the search for a specific code phase and
Doppler frequency is terminated. When the counter reaches 6, a successful acquisition is
declared and the receiver moves on to tracking.

Fig. 5.12 Processor threshold testing algorithm
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6. TRACKING
6.1

Overview
Once the process of acquisition has been completed, the estimates of the PRN

code phase and the Doppler offset are passed to a tracking channel. The tracking channel
is designed to more accurately create a local copy of the PRN spreading code and the
carrier so that the navigational bits can be obtained from the sampled data. Fig. 6.1
shows the entire tracking channel.

It is made up of the Costas Loop architecture,

described in section 2.4, and two separate yet interdependent locked-loops. One loop is
used to generate the carrier, and one loop is used to generate the spreading code [4]. The
locked-loops are controlled via two separate NCOs, two separate loop filters, and two
separate loop discriminators. The ADC data is multiplied to locally generated copies of
both the carrier and spreading code and accumulated for a specific time interval. The
time interval used will also correspond to the loop update rate which was chosen to be 1
ms. This duration is the same as the time required to obtain an entire C/A code. This
update rate will produce results every 1 ms, effectively oversampling the navigational
bits by a factor of 20 as they have a data rate of 50 Hz.
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Fig. 6.1 Top level tracking channel block diagram

6.2

Real-Time Performance
Similar to acquisition, the tracking system maintains real-time performance by

utilizing a ping-pong buffer structure to buffer and playback input data. This buffer
system is connected to the ADC and records 1 ms of data. Simultaneously, another
buffer is playing back 1 ms of data to the tracking system to be processed. This buffering
system differs from the acquisition buffer system in that all recorded data in the buffer is
processed from beginning to end without any offset. The acquisition buffering system
was described in section 5.3.
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6.3

Carrier Generation
The carrier is generated in the FPGA through the use of a numerically-controlled

oscillator (NCO). This oscillator is similar in design to the NCO used in the acquisition
process, described in section 5.5. However, this NCO has been designed with a larger
accumulator to increase the frequency precision of the generated sine and cosine carriers.

Fig. 6.2 Carrier NCO block diagram

Just as in the NCO for acquisition, the LUT used 4-bit quantization for both the
single periods of sine and cosine. The values stored were limited to be 0, ±1, ±2. The
generated sine waveform is for the in-phase arm, while the cosine waveform is used in
the quadrature arm. Also similar to the NCO for the acquisition process, the amount of
required memory to store each of the LUTs was decreased by concatenating the values
for both the sine and cosine waveforms together to utilize a single memory address space.
The required value of the accumulator word can be derived from (5.1). However,
this NCO differs from acquisition because the accumulator words are not known before
the tracking loop begins. The word must be generated during operation. The calculation
is performed in the FPGA, utilizing (5.1). In the case of the carrier NCO, N and FCLK are
constants. N is the size of the accumulator and was chosen to be a value of 16-bits. As
can be seen from (5.1), the larger the size of the accumulator, the finer precision of the
frequency that can be synthesized by the NCO. Of the 16 bits from the accumulator, only
the 4 most significant bits (MSBs) were utilized as an address for the LUT.

The
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frequency of the sample clock is 6.25MHz. The desired frequency will initially start as
the estimate provided by the acquisition process, but must be corrected over time for
retrieval of the navigational bits.
6.4

Carrier Locked-Loops
From the acquisition process described in section 5, the Doppler offset is searched

in 500 Hz increments. This allows the carrier frequency estimated to be ±250 Hz away
from the actual carrier frequency of the signal. This frequency error is reduced via a
feedback loop, consisting of the carrier loop discriminator and carrier loop filter shown in
Fig. 6.1. Given that the possible error is quite large, simulations have shown that a
phase-locked-loop (PLL) will not be sufficient to correct the error. Instead, a frequencylocked-loop (FLL) was needed to reduce the initial error to the point that a PLL could be
used. By running the FLL for duration of approximately 1000 ms and then transitioning
to a PLL for the duration of tracking, large frequency errors can be removed from the
initial carrier frequency estimate provided to the tracking channel, as described by
Gleason [28]. The FLL and PLL used in tracking are each made of two separate parts: a
discriminator and a loop filter.
6.4.1

FLL discriminator design
The discriminator chosen for this loop is the cross-product discriminator shown in

(6.1) [2].

The integrator outputs used in the computation of the discriminator are

illustrated by the use of a summation block in Fig. 6.1.
Where

ERROR = (IP t Qp t−1 ) − (QP t Ip t−1 )
𝐼𝑃 𝑡 , 𝑄𝑃 𝑡 = inphase, quadrature prompt integrator output at time t, S16.0

𝐼𝑃 𝑡−1 , 𝑄𝑃 𝑡−1=inphase, quadrature prompt integrator output at time t-1, S16.0

𝐸𝑅𝑅𝑂𝑅= Frequency error between generated carrier and actual carrier, S32.0

(6.1)
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The discriminator produces a signal associated with the frequency error between the
locally generated copy of the carrier and the incoming data. This discriminator was
chosen as it has a slope proportional to signal amplitude squared while also requiring
minimal computations [2]. Since the value of I2+Q2 is already computed separately,
normalizing the result from this discriminator is possible.
6.4.2

PLL discriminator design
In implementing the PLL discriminator, the dot-product discriminator was chosen

as it has a slope proportional to signal amplitude squared similar to the chosen FLL
discriminator [28]. This discriminator produces a signal associated with the phase error
between the locally generated copy of the carrier and in the incoming data. The dotproduct discriminator can be seen in (6.2).
Where

ERROR = IP QP

(6.2)

𝐼𝑃 , 𝑄𝑃 = inphase, quadrature prompt integrator output, S16.0

𝐸𝑅𝑅𝑂𝑅= Phase error between generated carrier and actual carrier, S32.0

Since the FLL and PLL discriminator share the same proportional scaling factor, the
discriminator normalization design can be identical for both discriminators.
6.4.3

Carrier discriminator normalization
To facilitate normalization of the discriminator, the error and the computation of

2

2

I +Q are provided to the processor for normalization. While it is possible to use a
division operation in the processor to normalize the discriminator, this operation is slow
and time consuming. Instead, the processor attempts to find the nearest power of 2 to the
computation of signal amplitude squared. The scaled version of the discriminator is the
discriminator error divided by the estimated power of 2. To make computation more
efficient, the discriminator error can be arithmetically right-shifted by the power of two to
obtain the scaled-result. The normalization process is depicted in Fig. 6.3.
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Fig. 6.3 Flowchart of discriminator normalization

The output from each of the discriminators is a signed 32-bit number. This
number is converted into a S64.32 number in preparation for right-shifting.

This

conversion helps decrease the loss of precision associated with normalizing the
discriminators. Once the scaling operation is complete, the result is still a S64.32 number
which is converted to a S16.12 through truncation, as shown in Fig. 6.4.

Fig. 6.4 Truncation of S64.32 to S16.12
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To ensure that wrap-around cannot occur, the sign bit of the original discriminator error
is tracked through this process and compared with the sign bit of the final result. If they
do not match, the result is saturated at the most positive or most negative number
representable by S16.12. This error detection scheme does not protect against large
overflow conditions, however, it requires few resources to perform and has been seen in
simulation to handle the overflow conditions present in this receiver.
6.4.4

Carrier loop filter design
The objective of the loop filter is to reduce noise in order to produce an accurate

estimate of the original signal at its output [2]. The filters used here are second order,
and unconditionally stable at all noise bandwidths [2]. Loop filters are chiefly described
by their loop bandwidth (Bw), an indication of the amount of noise allowed. The loop
filter modifies the output from the discriminator, the function which computes the error in
the loop, to change the behavior of the carrier generator. An ideal locked loop will have
an error signal equal to zero. As the loop converges, the error signal will fluctuate around
zero, due to the input noise. A larger loop bandwidth will allow the loop to converge
faster, but will allow more noise through. Conversely, a narrower loop bandwidth will
slow the convergence of the loop, but will eliminate more noise from the system. The
general design of the second order loop filter was described by Kaplan and can be seen in
Fig. 6.5 [2].

Fig. 6.5 Second order loop filter block diagram
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To maximize performance of the tracking channel, three separate filters were used
with the FLL and PLL discriminators, as shown in Fig. 6.6. During the first 500 ms of
tracking, the FLL discriminator is utilized with a 50 Hz loop bandwidth filter. This large
loop bandwidth was seen in simulation to allow large corrections to the estimate obtained
from acquisition. After 500 ms of operation, a large percentage of the error has been
corrected, but too much noise remains in the loop to transition directly to a PLL. Instead,
the 50 Hz loop filter is replaced with a 20 Hz loop filter to help remove more noise from
the system. This filter will remain until another 500 ms has passed, at which point the
error should be small enough to transition to a PLL discriminator with a 15 Hz loop filter.
This final stage tolerates the relatively small error left by the FLL stage while also
filtering out enough noise to recover the navigation bits [2] [28]. This timing scheme was
proposed by Gleason and is used successfully in his “fastGPS” receiver [28].

Fig. 6.6 Carrier loop behavior timeline

The filters described previously could be implemented as described to produce a
working system. The constants for both multipliers of each filter are illustrated in Table
6.1.
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Table 6.1
Ideal carrier loop filter multiplication constants
2
Filter Bandwidth Term 1: 0.001*(Bw /0.53) Term 2: 1.414*( Bw /0.53)
8.89996
133.396
B =50Hz
w

Bw =20Hz
Bw =15Hz

1.42399

53.3585

0.800997

40.0189

To increase the efficiency of the loop filter calculation, the loop filter multiplies were
replaced with left-shift and right-shift operations. However, to perform these operations
the loop filter constants have to be quantized such that they are powers of two.
Quantizing the loop filter constants in this manner will change the loop bandwidth of
each filter. Table 6.2 shows the scaled multiply constants and the resulting changes to
the filter bandwidths.

Table 6.2
Implemented carrier loop filter multiplication constants
Ideal
Filter
Bandwidth
Bw =50Hz
Bw =20Hz
Bw =15Hz

Real Filter
Bandwidth

Term 1: 0.001*(Bw /0.53)2

Term 2: 1.414*(Bw /0.53)

~47Hz
~23Hz
~11Hz

8
2
0.5

128
64
32

These alterations to the loop bandwidths of each filter were again simulated using Matlab
to ensure the loops would still lock successfully.
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6.4.5

Carrier loop filter implementation
Since these filters are implemented in a fixed-point microprocessor, careful

consideration must be taken regarding the bit-widths of each stage in the filter structure.
The filters were converted from floating-point into a 16-bit fixed-point numbers. The
PowerPC processor is a 32-bit system which means there is headroom in case of bit
growth [16]. Should any of the operations in the filter grow beyond their expected
bounds, there will be plenty of extra bits for allowing the growth. The only check that
needs to be made to prevent overflow is a sign check after each truncation to ensure that
wrap-around has not occurred. In the case that wrap-around occurred, the program was
designed to saturate the result at the most positive or negative number representable. The
architecture of the implemented loop filter is illustrated in Fig. 6.7. This figure also
shows the bit widths at each stage in the filter.

Fig. 6.7 16-bit carrier loop filter implementation

6.4.6

Carrier loop filter to carrier NCO interface
The final element in the carrier generation is connecting the loop filter to the

NCO. The output of the filter is a representation of the error between the generated
carrier and the actual carrier. This error signal must be converted into the appropriate
accumulator word for the NCO. Since the error signal is the correction that must be
made relative the original estimate of the carrier frequency determined by acquisition, the
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original estimate and the error signal are summed to produce the frequency desired for
the NCO. At this point (5.1) can be utilized to create the appropriate accumulator word
for the NCO. This produces an equation seen in (6.3) for the conversion between the
error signal out of the filter and the value for the NCO’s accumulator.
∆𝑅 =

Where:

(𝐹𝑂𝑅𝐼𝐺 + 𝐹𝐸𝑅𝑅𝑂𝑅 ) 2𝑁
𝐹𝐶𝐿𝐾

(6.3)

∆𝑅 = Value to be added to the NCO’s accumulator at each clock cycle
𝐹𝑂𝑅𝐼𝐺 = Original Frequency Estimate from Acquisition

𝐹𝐸𝑅𝑅𝑂𝑅 = Output of the Loop Filter
𝐹𝐶𝐿𝐾 =Sample Clock Frequency

N=number of bits in the accumulator
To implement this equation in the FPGA, it must be represented as a fixed-point
calculation. The term (2N/FCLK) is a constant (α3) which will be represented by a U32.31
number. Fig. 6.8 shows the implementation of the interface, including the bit widths for
each operation.

Fig. 6.8 Fixed-point representation of carrier loop filter to NCO interface
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6.4.7

Carrier Multiplication
As in the acquisition process, avoiding the use of hardware multipliers is desired

in the tracking process as well. The generated carrier waveform has only 5 possible
values, 0, ±1, and ±2. This is the same as the carrier generated in acquisition, so the same
“dedicated carrier multiplier” described in section 5.6 can be utilized.
6.5

PRN Spreading Code Generation
As shown in Fig. 6.9, the code generator is comprised of a pulse generator, an

address counter, a LUT, and a bit slicer for each of the three copies of the code necessary
to generate early, prompt, and late. Generation of the code in tracking is slightly more
complex than that used in acquisition. The complexity is due to the challenge of starting
out with the exact phase provided by acquisition and making slight phase adjustments
over time. The code cannot be off by more than 0.5 chips or the loop will not lock.

Fig. 6.9 PRN spreading code generator block diagram
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The code is stored in a LUT table, sampled at its original frequency of 1.023
MHz.

The codes for all satellites were created offline in Matlab using functions

contained in the Matlab-based GPS receiver provided by Borre et al. [4]. Since there are
32 different satellites and each FPGA block RAM address is 32-bits in width, each bit of
the memory word correspond to a single chip from each of the 32 different satellite
vehicle number’s (SVN) spreading code. This produces a LUT that occupies 1023
different memory words, each 32-bits wide. An example of a single memory word is
shown in Fig. 6.10.

Fig. 6.10 Single memory word of code LUT

Each time one memory word is accessed, the 32-bit word is passed through a bit slicer
unit which, given the SVN number from acquisition, masks out only the SVN of
interest’s bit.
To access the LUT, an address counter that tracks the current phase of the PRN
code must be utilized. This address counter runs from 0 to 1022 representing all 1023
different code phases.

After the tracking channel is reset, the address counter

automatically initializes itself with the code phase stored in a register by the processor.
The processor sets three different initialization registers corresponding to early, prompt,
and late copies of the code. The prompt copy shares the same code phase estimated by
acquisition. The early copy represents the prompt copy advanced by 0.5 chips, while the
late copy represents the prompt copy delayed by 0.5 chips. Once the counter runs from
its initialized stated to 1022, it rolls over to 0 and continues counting. The counter will
only advance to the next address after it receives a pulse from the pulse generator. In the
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case that the value loaded into the counter is not an integer, the fractional portion is
truncated and the pulse generator’s accumulator is pre-loaded to half of its overflow
value.
The pulse generator is similar in construction to the carrier’s NCO, described in
section 6.3. The difference between the carrier NCO and this pulse generator is the
accumulator in the NCO was producing an address for a LUT, the pulse generator has no
LUT. Instead, a specific value is added to a running accumulator. When the accumulator
overflows, the carry-out bit of the adder will be set high for a single clock cycle. The
carry-out bit represents the pulse output of the generator. To ensure the pulse only lasts
for a single clock cycle, it is passed through a positive edge detector. The design of the
pulse generator is shown in Fig. 6.11 and the design of a positive edge detector is shown
in Fig. 6.12. By generating a pulse at a frequency of 1.023 MHz, the pulse generator
effectively upsamples the code from its original rate of 1.023 MHz to the current sample
rate of 6.25 MHz. The generator’s behavior is modeled by (5.1). This time N, the size of
the accumulator, is 32 bits and Fout, the desired frequency, is 1.023 MHz.

Fig. 6.11 Code pulse generator block diagram
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Fig. 6.12 Positive edge detector design

6.6

Code Locked-Loops
Given the code phase search implemented in acquisition, described in section 5.1,

the code phase is searched in 0.5 chip increments. This allows the code phase estimated
to be ±0.25 chips away from the actual code phase of the signal. To reduce this error, the
architecture of a delay locked-loop (DLL) was added to this code generator to refine the
initial guess provided by acquisition.
6.6.1

DLL discriminator design
The discriminator chosen for the DLL is the quasi-coherent dot product

discriminator, shown in (6.4) [4].

Where:

𝐸𝑅𝑅𝑂𝑅 =

(𝐼𝐸 − 𝐼𝐿 )𝐼𝑃 + (𝑄𝐸 − 𝑄𝐿 )𝑄𝑃
2

(6.4)

𝐼𝐸 , 𝐼𝑃 , 𝐼𝐿 =Value from in-phase early, prompt, late accumulator, respectively

𝑄𝐸 , 𝑄𝑃 , 𝑄𝐿 =Value from quadrature early, prompt, late accumulator, respectively

This discriminator requires all six values from the accumulators (in-phase
early/prompt/late, quadrature early/prompt/late) but has a very low computation load.
The output from the discriminator is a signal which indicates the delay difference
between the locally generated copy of the code and the incoming data.
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6.6.2

Code discriminator normalization
The quasi-coherent dot product discriminator shares the same relation to signal

power squared as do the FLL and PLL discriminators [2]. This allows the discriminator
to be normalized simultaneously with the carrier discriminator.

Using the same

methodology as described in section 6.4.3., the DLL discriminator is normalized into a
S16.12 number with the same wrap-around and saturation behavior.
6.6.3

Code loop filter design
The code loop filters are of the same design as the carrier loop filters described in

section 6.6.4, and shown in Fig. 6.5. However, due to the relatively small errors that
should occur in the DLL, the bandwidth of the code loop filter must be tighter than the
carrier loop filters. The loop bandwidth of the code loop filter was set to 2Hz. The
corresponding constants are illustrated in Table 6.3.

Table 6.3
Ideal code loop filter multiplication constants
2
Filter Bandwidth Term 1: 0.001*(Bw /0.53) Term 2: 1.414*( Bw /0.53)
Bw=2Hz
0.0142399
5.33585

However, just as in the design of the carrier filter, it is desirable to remove actual
multiplies and replace them with left and right shifts. To do this, the filter constants were
converted to powers of two. The new filter constants are illustrated in Table 6.4.

Table 6.4
Quantized code loop filter multiplication constants
Ideal Filter
Bandwidth
Bw =2Hz

Real Filter
Bandwidth
2Hz

Term 1:
0.001*(Bw /0.53)2
2-6=0.015626

Term 2:
1.414*(Bw /0.53)
4
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6.6.4

Code loop filter implementation
Just as in the case of the carrier loop filters, the code loop filter is implemented in

a fixed-point microprocessor. The filter was converted from floating-point into a 16-bit
fixed-point system. An illustration of the 16-bit code loop filter implementation, as well
as the bit precision used at each operation, can be seen in Fig. 6.13.

Fig. 6.13 16-bit code loop filter implementation

Once again, since all discriminator values are quantized to 16-bits, there are plenty of
“extra-bits” in the processor should bit growth inside the filter occur. It is only necessary
to check the sign of each truncated result to ensure that it matches the sign of the original
result. Should any signs not match, the truncated number would be saturated at the
largest or smallest number representable.

Matlab was utilized to simulate the

implementation of this filter to assure that the code loop would still lock.
6.6.5

Code loop filter to code generator interface
To connect the code loop filter to the code generator, the error signal produced by

the filter must be scaled appropriately for the filter. This interface is very similar to the
one designed for the carrier described in section 6.4.6, except that this interface is more
sensitive to quantization loss. The interface implements (6.3), in this case, FORIG=1.023
MHz and N=32 bits. The fixed-point implementation of (6.3) breaks apart the math into
several steps to avoid using division, while still attempting to maintain precision.
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Fig. 6.14 shows the implementation of this interface along with the bit precisions used at
each operator.

Fig. 6.14 Fixed-point representation of code loop filter to code generator interface

6.6.6

Spreading Code Multiplication
Even though the generation of the code in tracking was far more complex than in

acquisition, the code chips are still represented by a single bit. Just as in the acquisition
process, a chip value of -1 is represented by a binary value of 0, while a chip value of +1
is represented by a binary value of 1. This means that the “dedicated code multiplier”
described in section 5.4 can be utilized for tracking without modification.
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7. RECEIVER IMPLEMENTATION
7.1

Top Level
The top level of the receiver consists of the acquisition system in Fig. 7.2, the

tracking system in Fig. 7.3, the data quantizer system in Fig. 7.4, and the memorymapped registers that are needed for the entire receiver which are shown in Fig. 7.5, Fig.
7.6, and Fig. 7.7. The System Generator and EDK Processor blocks in Fig. 7.4 are part of
any core designed to be attached to the PLB. The System Generator block is responsible
for maintaining device specifics for compilation, while the EDK Processor block is
responsible for instantiating the memory-map for all PLB elements.
Sections 7.2 through 7.4 detail the Simulink model used to create a custom core
with the acquisition algorithm, described in section 5, and the tracking algorithm,
described in section 6. While the purposes of many of blocks are explained here, a
complete description of the functionality of each block is available in the System
Generator Reference Manual [21]. This receiver was built in layers, with complex
components encapsulated within subsystem blocks. The subsystem blocks are indicated
with various colors.

The System Generator blocks represent the lowest level of a

component and most are light-blue with the Xilinx “X” across the block, as seen in Fig.
7.1. The System Generator blocks are the only elements synthesized during compilation
of the custom core.
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Fig. 7.1 Example system generator block

Fig. 7.2 Top level acquisition system
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Fig. 7.3 Top level tracking system

Fig. 7.4 Top level data quantizer system
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Fig. 7.5 Memory-mapped registers for acquisition
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Fig. 7.6 Memory-mapped input registers for tracking
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Fig. 7.7 Memory-mapped output registers for tracking
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7.2

Acquisition System
Fig. 7.2 shows the top level model of the acquisition system. This system consists

of a ping-pong buffering system, a sample counter, and an acquisition algorithm block.
The memory-mapped registers which are used for communication between the processor
and FPGA during acquisition are shown in Fig. 7.5 and described in Table 7.1.

Table 7.1
Memory-mapped registers used in acquisition
Name

Description

quantizerMean

Holds the DC offset
present in the Analog
Board’s ADC
Resets the ping-pong
buffering system for
acquisition
Resets the acquisition
algorithm
Sets the satellite vehicle
number to be search
during acquisition

resetBuffers
resetAcquisitionLoop
acquisitionSVnumber

acquisitionDoppler

codePhaseAcquisition

acqMagnitude

Written
By
Processor

Values

Precision

(-213,213-1)

S14.0

Processor

0 or 1

Boolean

Processor

0 or 1

Boolean

Processor

0x01 left
shifted by
the number
of the
satellite
vehicle
number, 1 to
32
Values from
(5.1) for the
desired
frequency

U32.0

(0,2045)

U11.0

(0,232-1)

U32.0

Sets the accumulator
Processor
word in the carrier NCO,
effectively selecting the
frequency of the carrier to
be generated during the
running of the acquisition
algorithm
Sets the code phase to be Processor
search during the running
of the acquisition
algorithm
The magnitude-squared
FPGA
output from the serialsearch algorithm of a
single Doppler frequency
and single code phase

U32.0
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7.2.1

Acquisition ping-pong buffer
This subsystem of acquisition is responsible for implementing the ping-pong

buffering system described in section 5.2.1. The model is shown in Fig. 7.8 and the
input/output ports are described in Table 7.2.
There are two separate 2 ms buffers each implemented by shared memory blocks,
“acquisitionBuffer1” and “acqusitionBuffer2”. While one buffer is recording data, the
other is playing data back.

The multiplexers, Mux and Mux1, are responsible for

connecting the sample clock driven address or the FPGA clock driven address line to the
correct buffer. Since the buffers are always operating in opposite states of one another,
the muxes are driven by a common write-enable signal, WE. To ensure that buffers are
in opposing states, one mux is driven by WE while the other is driven by an inverted
copy of WE, “notWE”.
The data is actually streaming into a recording buffer at the ADC clock rate of
37.5 MHz. However, all of this logic runs off the PLB clock at 75 MHz. Since the
desired sample rate is a factor of 12 slower than the PLB clock, a downsample counter
allows a sample to be obtained once every 12 clock cycles. This downsample counter is
made of up a 4-bit count-limited counter, “downsampleCounter”, which counts from 0 to
11. Once the count has reached 11, the relational comparison block, “advanceAddress”
will produce a binary 1 for a single clock cycle until the “downsampleCounter” rolls back
over to 0. These blocks work together to produce a pulse once every 12 clock cycles.
The pulse produced by the downsample counter is used as an enable line for the
recording buffer’s address line. The “memoryAddressCounter” is a 14-bit, count-limited
counter that runs from 0 to 12499. The address will only be incremented once every 12
clock cycles. This system will cause the data stored in the buffers to be downsampled by
a factor of 12 as only one out of every twelve samples will be stored.

Once the

“memoryAddressCounter” reaches its maximum value of 12499, the state of both buffers
is swapped by incrementing a single-bit counter, “1bitCounter”. This counter only has
two values, 0 and 1, which correspond to the value of “WE”. The convert block attached
to the output of “1bitCounter” converts the U1.0 value from the counter into a Boolean
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data type of the same value. This convert block costs nothing in hardware and is only
used to alter the data type in the Simulink model.

Fig. 7.8 Ping-pong buffer subsystem for acquisition

Table 7.2
Port descriptions for the acquisition ping-pong buffer system
Port Name

Direction Description

resetIn

Port
Number
1

dataAddressIn

2

IN

ADCin
newBlockReady

3
1

IN
OUT

adcDataOut

2

OUT

IN

Provides a reset signal to all blocks
in the subsystem
Provides the address to the buffers
during “playback” mode
Quantized signal from the ADC
Produces a pulse every time the
buffers switch states
Produces the data from the buffer in
“playback” mode
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7.2.2

Acquisition sample counter
This subsystem is responsible for providing the sample number to the acquisition

algorithm block. The model is shown in Fig. 7.9 and the input/output ports are described
in Table 7.3. The 13-bit counter runs from 0 to 6249 and overflows back to 0. There is
also a status flag to indicate when the counter has rolled over. This status flag is used to
indicate when a single acquisition cycle has completed. There are three methods for
resetting the address counter. The first occurs when the counter has reached a value of
6249. The second occurs when the acquisition algorithm is still initializing its various
components and needs to pause the sample counter.

The third condition occurs

immediately after the entire acquisition system has been reset by the processor. After a
reset, one of the buffers in the ping-pong buffering system is recording new data; the
other buffer contains no useful data. By waiting until valid data is ready to be processed,
superfluous results will not be produced by the acquisition system.

Fig. 7.9 Acquisition sample counter
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Table 7.3
Port descriptions for the acquisition sample counter subsystem
Port Name
Reset

Port Number
1

pauseCounter

2

newDataBlockReady 3

sampleCount

1

msProcessed

2

7.2.3

Direction Description
IN
Provides a reset signal to the
subsystem
IN
Provides the capability to hold
the counter in a state of reset
when acquisition has completed
a single Doppler/code phase
search
IN
Provides the capability to hold
the counter in a state of reset
until the first 2 ms buffer has
been filled and valid data can be
provided to the acquisition
algorithm
OUT
Produces the current value of
the counter to be used as a
sample counter in acquisition
OUT
Produces a pulse once the
counter has reached a maximum
value to be used as an indicator
of the completion of a single
Doppler/code phase search

Acquisition algorithm block
The acquisition algorithm block consists of an overhead governor, serial-search

algorithm block, data offset generator, PRN code slicer, and carrier NCO.
input/output ports for this block are described in Table 7.4.

The
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Table 7.4
Port descriptions for acquisition algorithm
Port Name
resetIn

Port
Number
1

Direction Description
IN

newDataBlockReady 2

IN

adcDataIn

3

IN

sampleCount

4

IN

done6250samples

5

IN

PRN

6

IN

carrierAccumWord

7

IN

dataAddressOut

1

OUT

acqModuleReady

2

OUT

7.2.3.1

Provides a reset signal to the
subsystem
Provides a pulse each time the
buffers in the ping-pong buffering
system change states
Provides the data retrieved from
the buffer in “playback” mode
Provides the current sample being
process in the acquisition
algorithm
Provides a pulse when 6250
samples have been processed by
the acquisition algorithm
Provides the SVN to be search in
acquisition
Provides the value to be added to
the carrier NCO accumulator to
produce the carrier at the desired
frequency
Produces the address of the data
sample to be retrieved from the
“playback” buffer
Produces a binary 1 while the
acquisition algorithm is not ready
to received data, produces a
binary 0 when the acquisition
algorithm is ready

Overhead governor
The overhead governor is responsible for all the overhead operations in the

acquisition block. The model of the governor is shown in Fig. 7.10. This governor has
the ability to pause the acquisition process for events such as an acquisition cycle
completion, waiting for NCO initialization, waiting for valid input data, and waiting for
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new data block. The governor is also responsible for activating the interrupt when a
single acquisition cycle has completed. The interrupt is provided via the FPGA signal
port, “acquisitionDone”. By using the process detailed in section 3.8, the FPGA signal
port can be converted to an interrupt signal port once the core has been compiled.

Fig. 7.10 Acquisition algorithm governor block

7.2.3.2

Data offset generator
The data offset generator is responsible for advancing the starting point of the

data in the “playback buffer”. The offset generator model is shown in Fig. 7.11. By
advancing the starting point of processing by 0.5 chips, different code phases of the
incoming signal can be evaluated; this process is detailed in section 5.3. This subsystem
takes the sample count from the acquisition sample counter and adds a specific offset as
determined by the code offset LUT.
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Fig. 7.11 Acquisition algorithm data offset generator

7.2.3.3

Carrier NCO and serial-search algorithm
The serial-search algorithm, PRN code slicer, and carrier NCO blocks are shown

in Fig. 7.12.

They represent the final elements of the acquisition algorithm block

originally shown in Fig. 7.1.

Fig. 7.12 Serial-search algorithm and NCO blocks
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7.2.3.3.1 PRN code slicer
In section 5.3, the methodology for storing the PRN spreading code is discussed.
Each address in the code LUT contains a single chip from all 32 different satellites. The
model shown in Fig. 7.13 separates the concatenated 32 different code chips from one
another. This done by masking off the unwanted bits through the AND operation. The
reinterpret block used in this model simply changes the data type of the output of the
expression block to an unsigned number. This alteration in the data type does not change
the binary representation, nor does it require any resources in the FPGA.
input/output ports are described in Table 7.5.

Fig. 7.13 PRN code slicer

Table 7.5
Port descriptions for the PRN code slicer
Port Name
prn32bit

Port Number
1

Direction
IN

prnAddress32bit

2

IN

prnBitOut

1

OUT

Description
Provides a 1 left shifted by the
number of the SVN (1-32)
Provides all 32 SVN chips for a
specific code phase
Produces a single chip for a
specific SVN

The
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7.2.3.3.2 Carrier NCO
This block is an implementation of the numerically-controlled oscillator (NCO)
described in section 5.5. The NCO model is shown in Fig. 7.14, the input/output ports
are described in Table 7.6. The accumulator size is 14-bits. Of the 14-bits, only the top
four bits are used to address the sine/cosine LUT. Since the values of sine and cosine are
interleaved together, they must be split apart. This is performed by using a bit slicing
operation. “bits 3to 0” slices bits 3 to 0 from the 8 bit word. “bits 7to4” slices bits 7 to 4
from the 8 bit word. The reinterpret blocks at the output of the bit slicers change the data
type from unsigned numbers to signed numbers. The binary representation is unaltered,
these block required no hardware resources.

Fig. 7.14 Carrier NCO

Table 7.6
Port descriptions for the acquisition carrier NCO
Port Name
Reset

Port Number
1

Direction
IN

ncoAccumWord

2

IN

pauseDDS

3

IN

Sine

1

OUT

Cosine

2

OUT

Description
Provides a reset signal for the
subsystem
Provides the value to be added
to the accumulator
Provides the capability to hold
the NCO in a state of reset
Produces a value of the stored
sine wave from the LUT
Produces a values of the stored
cosine wave from the LUT
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7.2.3.3.3 Serial-search algorithm
The serial-search algorithm block contains mixers for removal of the carrier and
spreading code from the incoming data as described in section 5.1. This block also
contains the 1 ms integrators and the squaring and summing operations. The design is
shown in Fig. 7.15, while the ports for this subsystem are detailed in Table 7.7.

Fig. 7.15 Serial-search algorithm

Table 7.7
Port descriptions for the serial-search algorithm block
Port Name
prnBitIn

Port
Direction
Number
1
IN

dataIn

2

IN

sineIn

3

IN

cosineIn

4

IN

Reset

5

IN

Output

1

OUT

Description
Provides a single chip of the spreading
code each clock cycle to be mixed
with the data
Provides the a data sample each clock
cycles from the “playback” buffer
Provides sample of the sine carrier
from the carrier NCO each clock cycle
Provides a sample of the cosine carrier
from the carrier NCO each clock cycle
Provides a reset signal for the entire
subsystem
Provides the magnitude-square result
from the serial-search algorithm
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7.2.3.3.3.1 PRN Mixer
This block performs a multiply between the incoming 4-bit sample and the 1-bit
PRN code as detailed in section 5.4. The model of this mixer is shown in Fig. 7.16. If
the PRN bit is a 1, the incoming data sample should be multiplied by 1. If the PRN bit is
a 0, the incoming data sample should be multiplied by -1. This is due to the fact that the
PRN code is stored as 1’s and 0’s in the LUT, but the PRN code is actually represented
by 1’s and -1’s. The port descriptions are provided in Table 7.8.

Fig. 7.16 PRN mixer

Table 7.8
Port descriptions of the PRN mixer
Port
Name
prnBitIn

Port Number

Direction

Description

1

IN

dataIn

2

IN

Output

1

OUT

Provides a single chip of the spreading
code each clock cycle
Provides a single data sample from the
“playback” buffer each clock cycle
Produces the multiplication result between
the dataIn and prnBitIn
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7.2.3.3.3.2 Carrier Mixer
As described in section 5.6, there are two carrier mixers in the serial-search
algorithm, one for the in-phase arm and the quadrature arm. The model of these mixers is
shown in Fig. 7.17. These multipliers are designed to work with the quantized carrier
generated by the Carrier NCO. The output from the NCO is only 4-bits and can only take
the values 0, ±1, ±2. Using this knowledge, the multiply operation is broken down into 3
cases: multiply by 0, multiply 2, and multiply by -1. “slice2” produces bit 2, “slice1”
produces bit 1, and “slice0” produces bit 0 of the “carrierIn” port.

“Expression1”

examines the bits of the “carrierIn” port and will determine if a multiply by 2 is
necessary. “Expression 2” determines if a multiply by 0 is necessary”. Finally, a
multiply by -1 is controlled by the sign bit of the “carrierIn” port, and is implemented
through “Mux3”. The logic expressions utilize a “&” for the AND operation, a “~” for
the NOT operation, and a “|” for the OR operation. The port descriptions for this
subsystem are detailed in Table 7.9.

Fig. 7.17 Carrier mixer
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Table 7.9
Port descriptions for the “dedicated carrier mixer”
Port
Name
dataIn

Port Number

Direction

Description

1

IN

carrierIn

2

IN

Output

1

OUT

Provides a data sample to be multiplied
each clock cycle
Provides a sample of the generated carrier
each clock cycle
Produces the multiplication result of the
dataIn port and the carrierIn port

7.3

Tracking System
Fig. 7.3 shows the top-level of the tracking system, it consists of three elements: a

ping-pong buffering system, a sample counter, and the tracking loops. The memorymapped registers used for communication between the processor and FPGA during
tracking are illustrated in Fig. 7.6 and Fig. 7.7, and described in Table 7.10.

Table 7.10
Memory-mapped registers used in tracking
Name

Description

Prn_selection

SVN to be
tracked
Carrier
frequency
estimated by
acquisition
Filtered and
normalized
error signal
obtained from
carrier loop

Initial_carrier_offset

Carrier_correction

Written
Values
By
Processor 1 left shifted
by SVN (1-32)
Processor 1.65MHz
±5KHz

Precision

Processor (-215,215-1)

S16.0

U32.0
U32.0
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Table 7.10, continued
Code_phase_e

The early
phase of the
code at
tracking loop
startup
Code_phase_p
Code phase
value
estimated from
acquisition,
represents the
prompt phase
of the code at
tracking loop
startup
Code_phase_l
The late phase
of the code at
tracking loop
startup
Code_correction
Filtered and
normalized
error signal
obtained from
code loop
carrDiscrimDelayedI
Output of the I
prompt
accumulator
from previous
ms of loop
operation
carrDiscrimDelayedQ
Output of the
Q prompt
accumulator
from previous
ms of loop
operation
changeTrackingDiscrim Control signal
to change
carrier loop
discriminator
from FLL to
PLL

Processor Code_phase_p
+0.5 chips

U32.0

Processor 2046 – (code
phase
estimated from
acquisition)

U32.0

Processor Code_phase_l0.5 chips

U32.0

Processor (-25,25-1)

S16.10

Processor (-231,231-1)

S32.0

Processor (-231,231-1)

S32.0

Processor 1 – Change to
PLL
discrminiator

U1.0
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Table 7.10, continued
I_E

I_P

I_L

Q_E

Q_P

Q_L

Magnitude
carrDiscrim
codeDiscrim
wideBandPower

Output from
the in-phase,
early
accumulator
Output from
the in-phase,
prompt
accumulator
Output from
the in-phase,
late
accumulator
Output from
the quadrature,
early
accumulator
Output from
the quadrature,
prompt
accumulator
Output from
the quadrature,
late
accumulator
Computation
of IP2+QP2
Output from
the carrier loop
discriminator
Output from
the code loop
discriminator
Output from
the estimation
of wide band
power by the
buffering
system

FPGA

(-231,231-1)

S32.0

FPGA

(-231,231-1)

S32.0

FPGA

(-231,231-1)

S32.0

FPGA

(-231,231-1)

S32.0

FPGA

(-231,231-1)

S32.0

FPGA

(-231,231-1)

S32.0

FPGA

(0,232-1)

U32.0

FPGA

(-231,231-1)

S32.0

FPGA

(-230,230-1)

S32.1

FPGA

(0,232-1)

U32.0
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7.3.1

Tracking Ping-pong buffer
Fig. 7.18 shows the implementation of the tracking ping-pong buffering system.

This buffering system is very similar to the one described for acquisition in section 7.2.1.
There are two separate 1 ms buffers implemented by shared memory blocks,
“trackingbuffer1” and “trackingbuffer2”. While one buffer is recording data, the other is
playing data back. The ADC is operating at a clock rate of 37.5 MHz, while all of the
logic running in this design is operating at a clock rate of 75 MHz. To achieve the
desired sample rate of 6.25 MHz, a downsample counter allows a sample to be stored in
memory once every 12 clock cycles. This downsample counter is made up of a 4-bit
count-limited counter, “downsampleCounter”, which runs from 0 to 11 and wraps around
back to 0. Each time the counter wraps back to 0, the address of the buffer in “record
mode” is advanced by incrementing the “memoryAddressCounter”, a 13-bit countlimited counter which runs from 0 to 6249. This subsystem also has the capability to
compute a wide-band power estimate. By computing the square of all data samples
passed to the tracking system and summing them over a 1ms period, the wideband power
estimate can be provided to the processor [1]. The input/output ports of the tracking
buffer subsystem are described in Table 7.11.
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Fig. 7.18 Tracking ping-pong buffer system

Table 7.11
Port descriptions for the tracking ping-pong buffer system
Port Name

Direction

Description

resetIn

Port
Number
1

IN

dataAddressIn

2

IN

ADCin

3

IN

Provides a reset signal to this
subsystem
Provides the address for the
data sample to be obtained
from the buffer in “playback
mode”
Provides the quantized data
from the ADC
Produces a pulse each time
the buffers switch states
Produces the data being
obtained from the buffer in
“playback” mode
Produces the estimate of wide
band power computed by the
buffer system

newDataBlockReadyOut 1

OUT

adcDataOut

2

OUT

wideBandPower

3

OUT
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7.3.2

Tracking sample counter
This subsystem is responsible for providing the sample number to the tracking

loops block.

The implementation is shown in Fig. 7.19.

The 13-bit count-limited

counter, “counter” runs from 0 to 6249 and is reset back to 0. The counter can also be
reset if the tracking system has not been initialized, a condition indicated by the “pause”
port. Immediately following the reset of the entire tracking system, while the “record
mode” buffer is collecting data from the ADC, the “playback mode” buffer does not
contain useful data. To prevent the processing of this useless data, the sample counter is
held in a state of reset by the “S-R Latch” until the buffers have switched states, and valid
data is available for processing. The port descriptions for this subsystem are detailed in
Table 7.12.

Fig. 7.19 Tracking sample counter

Table 7.12
Port descriptions for tracking sample counter
Port Name
Reset

Port
Direction
Number
1
IN

newDataBlockReady 2

IN

Pause

3

IN

sampleCount

1

OUT

Description
Provides a reset signal for this
subsystem
Provides a pulse when the buffers
from the ping-pong buffer system
are changing states
Provides the status of the tracking
loop initialization
Produces the current output of the
sample counter
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7.3.3

Tracking Module Block
The tracking module block from Fig. 7.3 encapsulates: the code loop discriminator,

carrier loop discriminator, carrier generator, code generator, carrier mixers, code mixer,
integrators, and a governor unit. The input/output ports for this subsystem are detailed in
Table 7.13.

Table 7.13
Port descriptions for the tracking module block
Port Name
resetIn

Port
Number
1

Direction

Description

IN

Provides a reset signal for entire
subsystem
Provides a pulse when the
buffers of the ping-pong
buffering system are swapping
states
Provides data from the
“playback” buffer
Provides a running count of the
number of samples process by
tracking
Provides the specific PRN
number being tracking
Provides the initial carrier
frequency estimate obtained
from Acquisition
Provides the filtered error signal
to the carrier NCO
Provides the initial code phase
from Acquisition + 0.5chips
Provides the initial code phase
from Acquisition
Provides the initial code phase
from Acquisition – 0.5chips
Provides the filtered error signal
to the code NCO

newDataBlockReady 2

IN

adcDataIn

3

IN

sampleCount

4

IN

PRN

5

IN

initialCarrFreq

6

IN

carrCorrection

7

IN

initialCode_E

8

IN

initialCode_P

9

IN

initialCode_L

10

IN

codeCorrection

11

IN
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Table 7.13, continued
delayedI

12

IN

delayedQ

13

IN

changeDiscrim

14

IN

pauseCounter

1

OUT

I_E

2

OUT

I_P

3

OUT

I_L

4

OUT

Q_E

5

OUT

Q_P

6

OUT

Q_L

7

OUT

narrowBandPower

8

OUT

carrierDiscrim

9

OUT

codeDiscrim

10

OUT

dumpIntegrator

11

OUT

Provides the previous value of
the I_P accumulator for use in
the carrier discriminator
Provides the previous value of
the Q_P accumulator for use in
the carrier discriminator
Provides a selection between the
FLL and PLL discriminators
Produces an signal when the
tracking system needs to be
paused
Produces the output from the inphase early accumulator
Produces the output from the inphase prompt accumulator
Produces the output from the inphase late accumulator
Produces the output from the
quadrature early accumulator
Produces the output from the
quadrature prompt accumulator
Produces the output from the
quadrature late accumulator
Produces the estimate
narrowband power
Produces the output from the
carrier discriminator
Produces the output from the
code discriminator
Produces a signal when the
tracking accumulators have been
dumped

7.3.3.1 Tracking loop governor unit
This portion of the tracking module is pictured in Fig. 7.20 and is responsible for
governing all aspects of the tracking loops.

It is necessary to ensure proper

synchronization between the various elements of the tracking module block. This unit is
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responsible for pausing the carrier generation, pausing the code generation, as well as
resetting and dumping the integrators. The subsystem ensures that after 1 ms of data has
been processed by the tracking loop, all tracking operations are brought to a halt until
another 1ms buffer is ready.

Fig. 7.20 Tracking loop governor unit

7.3.3.2 Carrier and code mixers and accumulators
Fig. 7.21 shows the carrier and code mixers used in the tracking module. The
carrier mixers used here, “inphaseCarrierMixer” and “quadratureCarrierMixer”, are the
same mixers detailed in section 7.2.3.3.3.2. The code mixers are the same as detailed in
section 7.2.3.3.3.1. The code mixers are represented by blocks designated with the name
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“xCarrierMixer”, where the x represents the carrier phase (in-phase or quadrature). There
are accumulators attached at the output of each code mixer designated with the name
“x_x_integrator”, where the x’s represent the carrier phase (I or Q) and the code
alignment (early, prompt, or late).

Fig. 7.21 Tracking carrier/code mixers with accumulators

The design and port descriptions of the accumulators are detailed in Fig. 7.22 and Table
7.14, respectively. There are 6 accumulators used in this design, each with the name
“x_x_integrator”, where the x’s represent the carrier phase and code alignment.
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Fig. 7.22 Tracking integrator

Table 7.14
Tracking integrator port descriptions
Port Name
Port Number
dataIn
1
dumpIntegrate 2

Direction
IN
IN

resetIntegrate

3

IN

Output

1

OUT

Description
Provides the data to be accumulated
Provides a signal to capture the output
from the accumulator
Provides a reset signal to zero-out the
accumulator
Produces the accumulate value

7.3.3.3 Carrier and code discriminators and generators
This portion of the tracking module is shown in Fig. 7.23.
“compute_magnitude”

block

is

detailed

in

section

7.3.3.3.1.

The
The

“carrierLoopDiscriminator”, “codeDiscriminator”, “nco_carrier”, and “nco_code” blocks
are detailed in sections 7.3.3.3.2 through 7.3.3.3.5.
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Fig. 7.23 Tracking loop discriminators and generators
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7.3.3.3.1 Computation of magnitude squared
This subsystem is required to help normalize the output of the carrier and code
discriminators. The system computes the value of I2+Q2, or magnitude squared, this
value will be used by the processor to normalize the output of the discriminators. This
computation is used to approximate the narrowband power in the tracking loop [1]. The
discussion of normalizing the output of the carrier and code discriminators can be found
in sections 6.4.3 and 6.6.2. The design of this subsystem is shown in Fig. 7.24. The port
descriptions are shown in Table 7.15.

Fig. 7.24 Tracking computation of magnitude squared

Table 7.15
Computation of magnitude squared port descriptions
Port Name

Direction

Description

I_branch

Port
Number
1

IN

Q_branch

2

IN

Provides value from in-phase
prompt accumulator
Provides value from quadrature
prompt accumulator
Produces magnitude-squared result

rawMagnitudeOut 1

OUT
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7.3.3.3.2 Carrier loop discriminator
The subsystem shown in Fig. 7.25 implements both the FLL and PLL
discriminators for the carrier loop. The FLL and PLL discriminators are discussed in
sections 6.4.1 and 6.4.2, respectively. The port descriptions for this subsystem can be
found in Table 7.16.

Fig. 7.25 Carrier loop discriminator
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Table 7.16
Carrier loop discriminator port descriptions
Port Name

Direction

Description

I_branch

Port
Number
1

IN

Q_branch

2

IN

dumpIntegrate

3

IN

Reset

4

IN

newDataBlockReady 5

IN

delayedI

6

IN

delayedQ

7

IN

changeDiscrim

8

IN

Result

1

OUT

Provides the value from the inphase prompt accumulator
Provides the value from the
quadrature prompt accumulator
Provides an indicator when the
tracking accumulators have been
dumped
Provides a reset signal to the
subsystem
Provides an indicator when the
tracking buffers have changed
states
Provides the value of the inphase prompt accumulator from
the previous 1ms of data
Provides the value of the
quadrature prompt accumulator
from the previous 1 ms of data
Provides the ability to switch
between FLL and PLL
discriminators, 0-FLL
discriminator, 1-PLL
discriminator
Produces the output of the
carrier loop discriminator

7.3.3.3.3 Code loop discriminator
The subsystem pictured in Fig. 7.26 implements the DLL discriminator for the
code loop. The DLL discriminator is discussed in section 6.6.1. The port descriptions
for this subsystem can be found in Table 7.17.
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Fig. 7.26 Code loop discriminator

Table 7.17
Code loop discriminator port descriptions
Port Name
I_L

Port Number
1

Direction
IN

I_P

2

IN

I_E

3

IN

Q_E

4

IN

Q_P

5

IN

Q_L

6

IN

Discrim_out 1

OUT

Description
Provides the value from the in-phase
late accumulator
Provides the value from the in-phase
prompt accumulator
Provides the value from the in-phase
early accumulator
Provides the value from the quadrature
early accumulator
Provides the value from the quadrature
prompt accumulator
Provides the value from the quadrature
late accumulator
Produces the value from the DLL
discriminator

7.3.3.3.4 Tracking carrier generator
This subsystem is responsible for generating the local copy of the carrier. It is an
implementation of a numerically-controlled oscillator (NCO). The accumulator is 16bits, however, only the 4 most significant bits are used to address the LUT.

The

subsystem, shown in Fig. 7.27, is also able to convert the error signal produced by the
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carrier loop filters into the appropriate accumulator word value. The carrier NCO is
discussed in section 6.3. The port descriptions for this subsystem are listed in Table 7.18.

Fig. 7.27 Tracking carrier generator

Table 7.18
Tracking carrier generator port descriptions
Port Name
initialFreq

Port Number
1

Direction
IN

Correction

2

IN

Reset

3

IN

pauseCarrier 4

IN

Sin

1

OUT

Cos

2

OUT

Description
Provides the initial estimate of the
carrier frequency from acquisition
Provides the filter error signal from the
carrier loop filters
Provides a reset signal for this
subsystem
Provides the ability to pause the
generation of the carrier
Produces a value of the sine waveform
each clock cycle
Produces a value of the cosine
waveform each clock cycle
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7.3.3.3.5 Tracking code generator
The subsystem shown in Fig. 7.28 is responsible for generating the local copy of
the PRN spreading code. The system has three separate code generators, early, prompt,
and late. The early copy of the code is advanced 0.5 chips from the prompt copy, which
is advanced 0.5 chips from the late copy. An address counter for each generator counts
from 0 to 1022, representing all 1023 chips of the spreading code. The generator is
contained within the subsystems labeled “code_address_counter” and is detailed in
section 7.3.3.3.5.2. Each counter is driven by a pulse direct digital synthesis subsystem,
“dds_pulse” block, which upsamples the code from its original frequency of 1.023 MHz
to the sampling frequency of 6.25 MHz. This subsystem is detailed in section 7.3.3.3.5.2.
The address from the counter, the code phase to be generated, is fed into a PRN code
LUT to produce the desired code chip. The final step is the PRN code slicer, represented
by the “prnCodeSlicer” subsystem. Since all 32 different code chips are concatenated
together, the desired bit must be extracted. The generator also has the ability to convert
the output of the code loop filter into the appropriate accumulator word for the pulse
generator. Details of the tracking code generator can be found in section 6.5. The port
descriptions for this subsystem can be found in Table 7.19.
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Fig. 7.28 Tracking code generator
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Table 7.19
Tracking code generator port descriptions
Port Name

Direction

Description

From_loopFilter

Port
Number
1

IN

Prn_selection

2

IN

Reset

3

IN

Pause

4

IN

Code_offset_e

5

IN

Code_offset_p

6

IN

Code_offset_l

7

IN

newDataBlockReady 8

IN

Early

1

OUT

Prompt

2

OUT

Late

3

OUT

Provides the error signal from
the code loop filters
Provides the specific PRN for
tracking
Provides a reset signal for the
entire subsystem
Provides the capability to pause
the generation of the code
Provides the numerical phase of
the early copy of the code
Provides the numerical phase of
the prompt copy of the code
Provides the numerical phase of
the late copy of the code
Provides an indication that the
tracking buffers are switching
states
Produces the early copy of the
code
Produces the prompt copy of the
code
Produces the late copy of the
code

7.3.3.3.5.1 Code generator pulse unit
There are 3 identical pulse units in the tracking code generator. The pulse unit
adds a value to a 32-bit accumulator until an overflow condition occurs. This overflow
condition causes the carry out bit of the accumulator to go high for a single cycle, which
represents the output of the pulse generator. In the case that the code phase needs to start
and a fraction of a chip, the accumulator of the pulse generator can be initialized “halffull” so that a pulse will occur in the half the time normally required. This will produce
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the needed fractional code phase. The design of the code generator pulse unit is shown in
Fig. 7.29, and the port descriptions for this subsystem are available in Table 7.20.

Fig. 7.29 Code generator pulse unit

Table 7.20
Code generator pulse unit port descriptions
Port Name
Increment

Port Number
1

Direction
IN

Pause

2

IN

Reset

3

IN

Half_chip_start 4

IN

PulseOut

OUT

1

Description
Provides the value to be added to the
accumulator each clock cycle
Provides the capability to freeze the
accumulator at the current value
Provides a reset signal to the entire
subsystem
Provides the capability to “half-fill”
the accumulator
Produces a pulse at the code
frequency of 1.023 MHz
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7.3.3.3.5.2 Code address counter
The code address counter runs from 0 to 1022 and then rolls over to 0 again. This
counter can be initialized to start at any address between 0 and 1022. This allows any
initial code phase to be created.

The design is shown in Fig. 7.30, while the

corresponding port descriptions are available in Table 7.21.

Fig. 7.30 Code address counter

Table 7.21
Code address counter port descriptions
Port Name
Port Number Direction
Increment_pulse 1
IN
Reset

2

IN

Code_offset

3

IN

Address_out

1

OUT

Description
Provides an indication that the
counter must be advanced
Provides a reset signal to the
subsystem
Provides the initial value of the
counter, from 0 to 1022
Produces the current count of the
system
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7.4

Data Quantizer System
The data quantizer system, shown in Fig. 7.4, performs two different operations

on the data from the analog board’s ADC. The first operation is the removal of the DC
offset present in the analog board. The second operation is a bit slice. This bit slice
removes bits 13-10 and bits 5-0. The design of the data quantizer is explained in section
4.5 and its design is shown Fig. 7.31. The port descriptions for this subsystem are
detailed in Table 7.22.

Fig. 7.31 Data quantizer system

Table 7.22
Data quantizer port descriptions
Port Name

Direction

Description

rawADCin

Port
Number
1

IN

meanIn

2

IN

Provides the subsystem with the
un-altered output from the ADC
Provides the DC offset present in
the ADC for removal
Produces the quantized data sample

quantizedADCout 1

7.5

OUT

Receiver Behavior
Upon power up, the processor must reset the acquisition tracking and buffering

systems. Next, the PRN to be acquired, and the DC offset value of the ADC are set in
their respective registers. The Ethernet stack is then initialized and put into stand-by for
later use. The final step of initialization is the registering of the interrupt handlers. The
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processor has two interrupt pins, a critical interrupt and a non-critical interrupt. The
interrupt flag from acquisition is wired to the non-critical interrupt, while the interrupt
flag from tracking is wired to the critical interrupt. The interrupt handlers are registered
accordingly.
After the initialization process, the process of acquisition is begun. The code
phase to be searched is set to 0, and the Doppler offset to be searched is set to 0 Hz.
After these parameters are set, acquisition and the buffers (both acquisition and tracking)
are released from reset. The system will wait until the first buffer has filled itself with 2
ms of data. Once this buffer is full, the data will start to feed into the algorithm, and a
magnitude will be obtained approximately 6250 FPGA clock cycles later.

This

magnitude will be passed into the threshold detecting algorithm to see if the estimates of
the Doppler and code phase are correct. If the parameters are incorrect, the code phase
will increase by 0.5 chips, and the process will begin again. This will continue until the
code phase reaches 1022, at which time the Doppler bin will change frequency, and the
code phase will reset to 0. Should all code phases and Doppler bins be exhausted without
successful results, the receiver will terminate and wait for reset.
In the case that the threshold algorithm reports a successful estimation of the
signal parameters, these parameters will be passed to the tracking channel. The tracking
channel will be initialized with the PRN, code phase estimate, and Doppler frequency
estimate. It is at this point that the acquisition system will be put back into a state of
reset, and the tracking system will be released from reset. The tracking channel will then
process the data stored in one of the buffers. Once 1 ms of data has been processed, all
six accumulators (in-phase early/prompt/late, quadrature early/prompt/late) will be
dumped to the carrier and code discriminators. The interrupt flag for the tracking channel
will cause the processor to fetch the raw discriminator values from both the code and
carrier discriminators as well as the magnitude squared of the signal. The processor will
then normalize the discriminator outputs with the value of the magnitude squared. These
normalized discriminator values will then be passed through the code and carrier loop
filters in the processor to produce an error signal for each loop. These errors signals will
be passed back to the code and carrier generators in the FPGA by the processor. The
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values of the accumulators, and discriminators are then stored in DDR2 memory by the
processor. This process will continue once the next buffer has been filled.
After a pre-set number of tracking iterations have been completed ( about 30-40
seconds or 30000-40000 iterations), the tracking channel is put back into a state of reset,
and the processor is freed to run the Ethernet stack. The values stored in DDR2 memory
during tracking are now accessible via an Ethernet connection to Matlab.
Further details on the processor software can be found in Appendix B.
7.6

Receiver Hardware
A photograph of the hardware utilized in this work is shown in Fig. 7.32. The RF

front end, originally described in section 4.1 and shown in Fig. 4.1, consists of an antenna
and a bandpass filter. These two components needed to be mounted outdoors, so they
were attached to the roof, shown in Fig. 7.33. The RF front end is connected to a
downconverter, shown in Fig. 7.32 (Rohde & Schwarz FSG Spectrum Analyzer, pictured
center-top). The downconverted signal is then connected to the WARP board, shown in
Fig. 7.32 (pictured center-bottom). The host-PC, a Dell Latitude D830 Laptop (pictured
far left), is connected to the WARP FPGA board (pictured center, bottom) via an
Ethernet, UART-over-RS232 and JTAG-over-USB connections. This allows the host-PC
to program the FPGA and processor via the JTAG connection, receive status messages
over UART, and extract receiver data over Ethernet.
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Fig. 7.32 Receiver hardware photo

Fig. 7.33 Antenna and bandpass filter photo
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8. RESULTS
8.1

Visual Inspection
The values of the six accumulators and two loop discriminators were stored in

DDR2 memory during tracking. Once the desired number of tracking loop iterations had
been achieved, the processor was able to send these values over an Ethernet connection to
the host PC utilizing the Ethernet connection detailed in section 3.7 for subsequent
processing in Matlab.
In a successfully locked tracking loop, the navigational bits will be obtained by
examining the value of the in-phase prompt accumulator. There is a quick visual check
that can be performed on a plot of the in-phase prompt accumulator to determine if the
tracking loop has been successful. A plot of this data should have sharp bit transitions
once every 20 samples. Since the navigational bits have a data rate of 50 Hz and the
tracking loops are updated at rate of 1000 Hz, each navigational bit is represented by 20
data points from the tracking loop. Fig. 8.1 shows the data obtained from the tracking
loop in-phase prompt arm, as it was tracking data from PRN 19. A visual inspection
shows the expected attributes of a valid navigational message. There are sharp transitions
from positive values to negative values occurring at 20 point intervals. While this visual
inspection is not concrete evidence the tracking loop was successful, it is the first step in
evaluating receiver performance.
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Fig. 8.1 Output from in-phase, prompt accumulator on PRN 19

In addition to visually inspecting the navigational data received, the output from
the code loop and carrier loop discriminators is also visually inspected. Fig. 8.2 and Fig.
8.3 show the error in the code loop and carrier loop, respectively. When the tracking
loop is just beginning, the error in both loops is quite large, but as time continues, this
error is greatly reduced. By the time the tracking loop has been operating for 0.5 ms,
most of the error in the code and carrier loops has been removed. If the tracking system
was unable to lock onto the navigational message, the error from the carrier and code
loops would not decay over time.
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Fig. 8.2 Output from the code loop discriminator on PRN 19

Fig. 8.3 Output from the carrier loop discriminator on PRN 19

A better view of the tracking loop removing error from the system can been seen
in Fig. 8.4, Fig. 8.5, and Fig. 8.6. These figures show only the first 5000 ms of the
tracking loop. At the beginning of the loop the output of the in-phase prompt arm, shown
in Fig. 8.4, does not exhibit the characteristics of navigational bits. It is not until approx.
1500 ms into the operation of the tracking loop that the navigational bits become
apparent. Fig. 8.5 shows the worse-case error in the code loop occurring around 500 ms.
The error has been reduced by approximately 50% at time 1500 ms. Fig. 8.6 shows the
worse-case error in the carrier loop is at time 0 ms. From time 0 ms to time 1500ms, the
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largest amount of noise is present in the error signal due the FLL discriminator and the
wider loop bandwidth filters. After time 1500 ms, the final transition is made in the
carrier loop to the PLL discriminator with the most narrow loop filter bandwidth. As a
result, the noise in the error signal decreases significantly.

Fig. 8.4 Output from in-phase prompt accumulator on PRN 19, 5 seconds

Fig. 8.5 Output from DLL discriminator on PRN 19, 5 seconds
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Fig. 8.6 Output from PLL discriminator on PRN 19, 5 seconds

8.2

Preamble Location
The visual inspections performed in section 8.1 are an indication that the tracking

loop has obtained the navigational message. However, a visual inspection does not
ensure correct message reception. Utilizing the structure of the navigational message,
described in section 2.3, the received navigational message can be verified.
In the GPS navigational message, an 8-bit preamble is present at the beginning of
every TLM word. Since the TLM word is transmitted every 6 seconds, the preamble
should occur in the data every 6 seconds. The preamble pattern, 1000 1011, can also
appear as the one’s complement of its sequence due to the ability of the Costas loop to
lock onto an 180o shifted version of the navigational bits. If this is the case, the preamble
pattern would appear as 0111 0100. The preamble is correlated with the navigational bits
collected from the tracking channel. A maximum correlation value of 8 should occur
every 6 seconds, indicating the position of the preamble. However, each navigational bit
is transmitted at a rate of 50 Hz, giving each bit a period of 20 ms. Since the tracking
channel outputs are collected every 1 ms, each navigational bit is represented by 20
points in the output from the in-phase prompt accumulator. Rather than downsampling
the tracking data, the preamble should be upsampled to the tracking channel update rate.
This involves upsampling the 50 Hz, 8-bit pattern to a 1000 Hz, 160-bit pattern. During
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the correlation operation between the preamble and collected navigational bits, the
maximum correlation value will be increased from 8, in the case of a 50 Hz data rate, to
160 in the case of a 1000 Hz data rate.
Since the outputs from the tracking channel have been exported to Matlab via an
Ethernet connection, the Matlab functions created by Borre et al. for his Matlab-based
GPS receiver can be used to process the outputs [4]. The function “findPreambles” will
first upsample the preamble from 50 Hz to 1000 Hz. Next, the output data from the inphase prompt accumulator will be converted to single bit values. If the data is greater
than 0, the bit value is be considered at +1. If the output is less than 0, the value is
considered a -1.

Next, the function performs the correlation with the upsampled

preamble and the converted data from the tracking channel.

Finally, the function

measures the time between the correlation peaks, looking for a 6 second interval. If a
maximum correlation value is present every 6 seconds, the location of the preambles have
been found. Since the preamble is the beginning of the TLM word, the beginning of
every TLM word is now known.
According to the “findPreambles” function, the beginning of the subframe was
located at index 7136, corresponding to 7.136 seconds from the beginning of the tracking
loop. The correlation with the preamble, shown in Fig. 8.7, indicates that the tracking
loop has locked onto an 180o shifted version of the navigational data. This can be seen
by the maximum correlation values are occurring at -160 instead of +160. The red
arrows in the figure show the locations of the preambles in the collected tracking data.
The correlation peaks due to the presence of the preamble are distinguishable from the
other correlation peaks because the preamble peaks are exactly spaced 6 seconds apart
from one another.
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Fig. 8.7 Preamble correlation with in-phase prompt accumulator output

8.3

Parity Check
Once the preambles have been located in the tracking channel data, the position of

the TLM and HOW words are known. The preamble begins the TLM word and the
HOW word is transmitted directly after the TLM word. Utilizing the bits of the TLM and
HOW words, a parity check utilizing the equations described in section 2.3 should be
performed on the TLM and HOW words. The algorithm for performing the parity check
is implemented in the “navPartyChk” function from the Matlab-based GPS receiver by
Borre et al. [4].
The first step is to examine the last bit before the beginning of the current word.
This bit represents the final parity bit of the previous word, denoted in the parity
equations as D30*. If this bit is a -1, then all of the data bits in the current word, denoted
in the parity equations as d1 through d24, should be complemented before computing the
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parity check. If D30* is a +1, the bits do not need to be complemented before computing
the parity check. Using equations (2.1) through (2.6), the expected values for parity bits
D25 through D30 are computed. If the expected values for the parity bits match the
received parity bits, then the received navigational word has no bit errors. If both the
TLM and HOW words pass the parity check, the navigational message is confirmed valid
with no bit errors.
Using the location of the preamble determined in the search from section 8.2, the
beginning of the TLM word was found to be at time 7136 ms.

The function

“navPartyChk” was then used to compute the parity of the TLM and HOW words. Both
TLM and HOW words passed the parity check, indicating that the received navigational
message is correct and free of bit errors.
8.4

Comparison with an Existing GPS Receiver
Comparing this real-time implementation with another GPS receiver is difficult.

Since this receiver works in real-time, the raw data sampled from the RF front end used
in acquisition and tracking is overwritten shortly after it is processed by the system.
Rather than attempting to modify the real-time implementation, another non-real-time
implementation was created which utilizes the same FPGA architecture as the real-time
receiver, but does not process data in real-time. This non-real-time implementation is
detailed further in Appendix A. The RF Front End detailed in section 4 was sampled at a
rate of 6.25 MHz for approximately 50 seconds. This data was saved into a data file
which could be processed by the non-real-time implementation of this work and an
existing GPS receiver. The existing receiver chosen was the Matlab-based GPS Receiver
contained in Borre et al. [4].
Fig. 8.8 shows 500 ms of the Tracking channel output from the Borre GPS
Receiver. These navigational bits are obtained from PRN 5. Fig. 8.9 shows the same set
of navigational bits obtained from the non-real-time implementation of the receiver
detailed in this work. The two figures illustrate that the WARP-based receiver contains
more noise in the tracking channel than the Borre receiver. This increase in noise can
decrease the ability of the tracking channel to lock-on to weak GPS signals.
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Fig. 8.8 Navigational bits from Borre GPS receiver

Fig. 8.9 Navigational bits from WARP-based non-real-time GPS receiver
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The cause of the increased noise in the WARP-based tracking channel output can
be attributed to several different issues. The Borre receiver is able to use trigonometric
functions in the carrier and code discriminators.

These discriminators offer better

performance in calculating the true error in the feedback loops. Furthermore, these
discriminators are normalized through a “true divide” operation. The outputs of the
discriminators in the receiver described in this work are normalized through a “power of
2” approximation, as detailed in sections 6.4.3 and 6.6.2. The Borre receiver also utilizes
floating-point arithmetic in the computation of the discriminators and loop filters. Since
the WARP-based receiver utilizes fixed-point math, precision is lost and quantization
noise is added as a result.
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9. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
9.1

Conclusions
The receiver described in this work is capable of obtaining the navigational

message from a single GPS satellite in real-time.

The serial search algorithm is a

straightforward approach to performing the process of Acquisition. While this algorithm
is time consuming, its simplicity is well-suited to the high-speed signal processing
capabilities of an FPGA.

Since the processor is governing Acquisition, otherwise

necessary complex state machines can be avoided in the FPGA, saving logic elements. In
the process of Tracking, a combination of FLL and PLL track the carrier, while a DLL
tracks the code. Once again, the processor governs Tracking, preventing the need for
complex state machines in the FPGA. Furthermore, by utilizing the DDR2 memory
module on the WARP, large quantities of navigational data can be saved for future
processing. Finally, the WARP’s Ethernet connection is utilized to export the data to
Matlab to post-process the data, confirming that the GPS navigational message was
successfully received.
9.2 Future Improvements
9.2.1

Upgrading development tools
The WARP hardware has been shown in this work to be a capable platform for

real-time software-defined GPS development. The most difficult challenge associated in
working with the WARP is developing with the Xilinx tool set. Each version of the
Xilinx FPGA tools is very dissimilar from the previous version and can be difficult to
learn. Further complicating the matter, much of the WARP Repository was designed
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around version 10.1 of the Xilinx tool set. This version was discontinued by Xilinx even
before this work started. Working with an outdated toolset can further hamper the
learning process by decreasing factory support for the tool, adding instability issues, and
presenting incomplete or non-functioning components. Near the time of completing this
work, Rice University has been working to update much of their Repository to the newer
Xilinx Tools. These updates have not been tested with the architecture described in this
work. For best performance, any future work in utilizing the WARP for GPS should
make use of the latest Xilinx tools.
9.2.2

Multiple acquisition and tracking channels
In addition to upgrading the development tools, adding the capability for the

receiver to track multiple satellites would be greatly beneficial. While this receiver can
obtain the navigational message for a single satellite, without the navigational message
from 3 other satellites a position cannot be determined.

Increasing the number of

tracking channels does increase the computational burden on the system.

This is

especially true for the processor. As the processor sits at the top level controlling all
elements, multiple tracking channels could present a challenge.

The computational

burden on the FPGA is less significant as the device is not fully utilized and many
elements are available to support multiple tracking channels.

The specific device

utilization statistics are available in Table 9.1.

Table 9.1
FPGA utilization statistics
Resource
Logic Slices
4 input LUTs
Input-Output Blocks (IOBs)
Block RAM (RAMB16s)
Multiply Accumulate Cells (DSP48s)

Number
Occupied
7624
7837
186
126
32

Number
Available
42,176
84,352
768
376
160

Percent
Utilized
18%
9%
24%
33%
20%
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Increasing the number of acquisition channels could also be beneficial. The
current single acquisition system takes well over a second to perform an exhaustive
search.

Parallelizing this search with multiple acquisition system could improve

performance. Once again, the computational load on the processor must be considered.
Multiple acquisition systems could prove difficult to manage.
9.3

Computation of Position on WARP
Similar to implementing 4 tracking channels, an improvement to this receiver

would be implementation of the remainder of the positioning processing to the WARP.
The WARP has the resources to perform the necessary calculations for a position; there is
no real need to utilize a host computer for anything other than displaying results. With
the high speed processing out of the way, the navigational bits have a data rate of 50 Hz.
Designing a real-time algorithm that can handle this data rate should be achievable with
hardware and processor on the WARP. This will require the successful decoding the
navigational message for at least 4 different satellites.
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A. NON-REAL-TIME GPS RECEIVER IMPLEMENTATION
A.1 Purpose
During development of the real-time GPS receiver, problems arose during its
initial testing. While the algorithms for acquisition and tracking had been debugged in
Matlab, the hardware implementation proved to be more difficult to test.

System

generator designs can be simulated in Simulink, but given the large amount of data
required to process the GPS signal, simulations were requiring long periods of time to
complete. To increase the speed of debugging, an architecture was created whereby
hardware could process the raw data and export the results over an Ethernet connection
with Matlab.
A.2 Functional Description
The non-real-time approach utilizes the same design as the real-time approach
with only a few slight modifications. To start, the data that is stored in the ping-pong
buffers is not obtained from the ADC. Instead, all of the buffers are loaded with data
from Matlab at the beginning of each acquisition or tracking iteration. This control over
the input data gives this receiver the ability to exactly reproduce results from run to run.
Secondly, the acquisition and tracking processes are not started by the buffering
system. Instead, a register has been added to both acquisition and tracking to allow the
processor to start a single iteration of each process. This allows specific control over the
processing steps performed in the hardware.
The changes from the non-real-time and the real-time receiver are only present at
the top-level of the System Generator design. All of the subsequent lower layers of the
design will be identical to those detailed in section 7. The top-level diagram of the
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acquisition and tracking systems of the non-real-time receiver are shown in Fig. A.1 and
Fig. A.2. These two systems would replace the acquisition and tracking systems shown
in Fig. 7.2 and Fig. 7.3.

Fig. A.1 Non-real-time tracking system, top level
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Fig. A.2 Non-real-time acquisition system, top level
The most notable change in this receiver design is the processor code. Since the
receiver is being controlled via Ethernet packets from Matlab, the various functions of the
receiver are placed in a large switch statement. The incoming Ethernet command packet
is decoded and the command number corresponds to the executed case in the switch.
There are 9 commands programmed into the receiver, they are listed in Table A.1.
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Table A.1
Ethernet commands
Command
Number
1
2
3

4

5

Description

Arguments

Returns

Obtains the data currently
stored in Acquisition
Buffer 1
Obtains the data currently
stored in Acquisition
Buffer 2
Stores 100, 4-bit data
samples into Acquisition
Buffers 1 and 2 at the
desired address

Starting address

100 data samples, each
4-bit from Acquisition
Buffer 1
100 data samples, each
4-bit from Acquisition
Buffer 2
<ACK>

Performs a single
Acquisition search on a
single Doppler
frequency/single code
phase
Initialize the tracking
channel

6

Perform single tracking
iteration, includes
discriminator
normalization and loop
filter operations

7

Stores 50, 4-bit data
samples into Tracking
Buffers 1 and 2 starting at
the desired address

8

Obtains the data currently
stored in Tracking Buffer
1
Obtains the data currently
stored in Tracking Buffer
2

9

Starting Address
100 words to be
stored. Each word
contains 1, 4-bit
sample, starting
address of data
Doppler Frequency,
Code Phase, PRN

Early/Prompt/Late
code phase,
Doppler frequency,
PRN
<N/A>

50 words to be
stored. Each word
contains 1, 4-bit
sample, starting
address of data
Starting address
Starting Address

Acquisition magnitude
from search

Early/Prompt/Late code
phase, Doppler Freq
used in tracking channel
I_E, I_P, I_L, Q_E, Q_P,
Q_L, code loop filter
output, carrier loop filter
output, normalized
carrier/code
discriminator outputs,
wide band power
estimate, narrow band
power estimate
<ACK>

100 data samples, each
4-bit from Tracking
Buffer 1
100 data samples, each
4-bit from Tracking
Buffer 2
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A.3 Matlab Code
This section includes an outline for the code utilized in Matlab on the host-pc to
collect the tracking data from the non-real-time GPS receiver. The outline, shown in
Table A.2, uses the code line numbers to provide a general idea of the layout of the code.
For further reference, the sections of this document that pertain to the specific
functionality implemented in the processor are listed in the “related sections” column.
The host-pc code is contained within “ethernetCommands2.m”.

Table A.2
Non-real-time GPS receiver host-pc code outline
Line
numbers
5

8-43
55
61-80
100-129
131
148-159
172-194
197-214

Description

Related
sections

Creates a static entry in the ARP table. Note: this command
only works in pre-Windows 7 machines. In a Windows 7
machine, Matlab does not have the administrative privileges
to run this command, it must be entered manually on an
Administrator Command Prompt
Ethernet setup commands taken directly from WARPLab
3.3.5,
3.4
Specific the location of the input data file to be used for
processing
Load the acquisition buffers with data from the input file
Perform acquisition on the data stored in the buffers
Set the number of tracking iterations to be collected
Initialize tracking loops with parameters from acquisition
Load 1ms of input data into tracking buffers
Perform tracking on data buffer, collect tracking outputs

A.4 Processor Code
This section includes an outline for the code utilized in the processor to
implement the real-time GPS receiver. The outline, shown in Table A.3, uses the code
line numbers to provide a general idea of the layout of the code. For further reference,
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the sections of this document that pertain to the specific functionality implemented in the
processor are listed in the “related sections” column. The processor code is contained
within “main.c”.

Table A.3
Processor code outline
Line
numbers
2-14

16-131
133-139
142-171
176-181
183-200
208
212-216
220-222
226-248
252-253
263-271
291-305
307-319
322-339
341-364

Description
All of the libraries utilized in the code, “xparameters.h” is
automatically generated by the Xilinx Tools and includes
the memory-mapped address for communication between
the processor and FPGA
Ethernet functions taken from Rice University’s
WARPLab architecture
Acquisition variables needed during acquisition interrupt
handler (global scope)
Tracking variables needed during tracking interrupt
handler (global scope)
Acquisition interrupt handler – implementation of the
modified Tong detector and selection of code phase and
Doppler offset used in each acquisition search
Tracking interrupt handler – collects tracking channel
outputs, control carrier loop discriminator
Sets the DC offset present in the analog board for removal
Variables needed for the Ethernet stack, obtained from
WARPLab
Variables used in Acquisition, contains the PRN to be used
during receiver operation
Variables used in Tracking
Initialization of Ethernet stack
Initialization of interrupt table, registering acquisition and
tracking interrupts with their respective handlers
Ethernet command 1 – transfer 100 data samples from
acquisition buffer 1
Ethernet command 2 – transfer 100 data samples from
acquisition buffer 2
Ethernet command 3 – transfer 100 data samples into
acquisition buffer 1 and 2
Ethernet command 4 – run acquisition on data in buffers

Related
Sections

3.3.5,
3.4, 3.6

5
6
4.5
3.4
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Table A.3, continued
366-393
395-545
403-471

Ethernet command 5 - Initialization of tracking loop with
parameters obtained from Acquisition
Ethernet command 6 – Perform tracking on data in buffers
Normalization of code and carrier loop discriminators

473-485
487-512

Control of carrier loop discriminator (FLL vs PLL)
Carrier loop filter implementation

515-528

Code loop filter implementation

548-564

Ethernet command 7 – load 50 data samples into tracking
buffers 1 and 2
Ethernet command 8 – get 50 samples from tracking buffer
1
Ethernet command 9 – get 50 samples from tracking buffer
2

567-580
582-599

6.4.3,
6.6.2
6.4.4
6.4.4,
6.4.5
6.6.3,
6.6.4
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B. REAL-TIME GPS RECEIVER, PROCESSOR CODE
B.1 General Outline
This appendix includes an outline for the code utilized in the processor to
implement the real-time GPS receiver. The outline, shown in Table B.1, uses the code
line numbers to provide a general idea of the layout of the code. For further reference,
the sections of this document that pertain to the specific functionality implemented in the
processor are listed in the “related sections” column. The processor code is contained
within “main.c”.

Table B.1
Real-time GPS receiver processor code outline
Line
numbers
2-14

16-132
135-148
150-181
186-219
222-280

Description
All of the libraries utilized in the code, “xparameters.h” is
automatically generated by the Xilinx Tools and includes the
memory-mapped address for communication between the
processor and FPGA
Ethernet functions taken from Rice University’s WARPLab
architecture
Acquisition variables needed during acquisition interrupt
handler (global scope)
Tracking variables needed during tracking interrupt handler
(global scope)
Tracking interrupt handler – collects tracking channel outputs,
control carrier loop discriminator
Acquisition interrupt handler – implementation of the
modified Tong detector and selection of code phase and
Doppler offset used in each acquisition search

Related
Sections

3.3.5,
3.4, 3.6

6
5
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Table B.1, continued
289-294

424-492

After the FPGA is programmed, the DDR2 memory is in an
invalid-state and will not function properly. The only way
bring the DDR2 back into a valid-state is perform a software
reset
Sets the DC offset present in the analog board for removal
Variables needed for the Ethernet stack, obtained from
WARPLab
Variables used in Acquisition, contains the PRN to be used
during receiver operation
Variables used in Tracking
Initialization of Ethernet stack
Reset of Acquisition, Tracking, and buffering systems
Initialization of Acquisition, PRN #, Doppler Offset, Code
Phase
Initialization of interrupt table, registering acquisition and
tracking interrupts with their respective handlers
Acquisition, will not processed until receiver has successfully
estimated a specific PRN’s signal parameters
Tracking, will not proceed until receiver has gone through
39000 tracking loop iterations (no guarantee that loop will
lock)
Initialization of tracking loop with parameters obtained from
Acquisition
Normalization of carrier & code loop discriminators

495-519

Carrier loop filter implementation

522-533

Code loop filter implementation

538-555
564-610

Tracking loop outputs are stored into DDR2 memory
Ethernet command structure, used by the host-pc to obtained
stored tracking information (GPS Receiver offline)
Function taken from WARPLab to provide Ethernet
functionality

297-299
301-307
309-317
319-340
342-344
348-355
358-360
362-367
369-378
380-561
381-417

623-635

4.5
3.4

5

5.9
6

6.4.3,
6.6.2
6.4.4,
6.4.5
6.6.3,
6.6.4

3.6
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C. REAL-TIME GPS RECEIVER, HOST-PC CODE
C.1 General Outline
This appendix includes an outline for the code utilized in Matlab on the host-pc to
collect the tracking data from the real-time GPS receiver. The outline, shown in Table
C.1, uses the code line numbers to provide a general idea of the layout of the code. For
further reference, the sections of this document that pertain to the specific functionality
implemented in the processor are listed in the “related sections” column. The host-pc
code is contained within “ethernetCommands.m”.

Table C.1
Real-time GPS receiver host-pc code outline
Line
numbers
6

8-44
53-58
60-80
82-99
101-120
124
129-149

Description
Creates a static entry in the ARP table. Note: this command only
works in pre-Windows 7 machines. In a Windows 7 machine,
Matlab does not have the administrative privileges to run this
command, it must be entered manually on an Administrator
Command Prompt
Ethernet setup commands taken directly from WARPLab
Requests the number of tracking samples stored on the receiver
Retrieve the tracking samples stored on the receiver
The different tracking outputs are stored one after another in the
DDR2 memory. To make the data easier to work with, all of the
outputs are grouped together into vectors.
To make use of the functions created for the Borre GPS Receiver,
the tracking outputs must be formatted in a particular manner
Looks for the preamble in the navigational message, also performs
the parity check to ensure no bit errors
Cleans up the Matlab workspace by deleting all intermediate
variables

Related
Sections

3.3.5,
3.4

2.3, 8.2,
8.3
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D. GPS SIGNAL GENERATOR TESTING
D.1 Purpose
The RF Front end detailed in section 4.1 was designed around obtaining the actual
GPS signals transmitted by the satellites. When testing the receiver for accuracy, the
actual signal parameters are unknown. While the architecture detailed in Appendix A can
provide a comparison of the signal parameters obtained by the WARP-based GPS
Receiver and a pre-existing GPS receiver, this architecture cannot be used for the realtime receiver. To truly know the Doppler offset and code phase of the GPS signal being
processed by the real-time receiver, the GPS signal being processed must be artificially
generated. The Rohde & Schwarz SMBV100A Vector Signal Generator is capable of
artificially producing a GPS signal in real-time which can be used by the real-time GPS
receiver. This artificial GPS signal can be generated with any specific Doppler offset and
code phase, as specified by the user. The generator is also capable of adding additivewhite Gaussian noise to the GPS signal to better replicate the behavior of a GPS
Receiver’s RF front end.
D.2 Replicating RF Front-End Performance
Since the SMBV100A will be attempting to replace the RF front-end for the realtime receiver detailed in sections 4.1 and 4.2, the generator should be configured to
reproduce a signal which closely approximates the signal seen from this front-end. This
signal has IF of 20.4 MHz and an approximate output power of -21.0 dBm. The SNR for
the satellites available in this signal will depend upon the local of the satellite in the sky.
The closer the satellite vehicle is to the horizon, the lower the SNR will be. For the GPS
simulator, a nominal value of -10dB SNR was selected. This SNR was found to be
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functional in the Matlab-based GPS Receiver provided by Borre [4]. No other nonidealities were added to the simulated GPS signal.
D.3 Adding the GPS Signal
The GPS generator’s configuration is broken into 5 different subsystems:
“Baseband”, “AWGN/IMP”, “I/Q Mod”, “RF/A Mod”, and “Graphics”. The subsystems
are configured separately from one another. A view of the subsystems to be configured is
shown in Fig. D.1.

Fig. D.1 GPS generator subsystem view

D.3.1 Baseband subsystem
In the Baseband subsystem, only the GPS settings need to be modified. First, the
GPS generator should be set to the ‘On’ state. Second, the simulation mode should be
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changed to “Auto Localization”. This will create an ever-changing satellite constellation
as would be seen from a specific point on the Earth. Next, the Geographic Location
should be changed to San Francisco. The satellite constellation being generated will be
similar to the constellation seen in San Francisco, CA. The parameters of the satellites
being generated can be seen by selecting the “Satellite Configuration”. The properly
configured Baseband subsystem can be seen in Fig. D.2. The parameters of the satellites
being generated can be seen in Fig. D.3.

Fig. D.2 Baseband subsystem configuration
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Fig. D.3 Simulated satellite signal parameters

D.3.2 AWGN/IMP subsystem
In the AWGN/IMP subsystem, the level of the additive-white Gaussian noise
(AWGN) is configured. First, the state of the AWGN should be set to ‘On’. The mode
should be set to “Additive Noise” as the GPS signal should have noise added to it. Next
the system bandwidth should be set to 6.25 MHz as this is the bandwidth of the sampled
signal in the WARP. The displayed mode should be set as “Baseband” and the “Set
Noise Level Via” parameter should be configured to be “S/N” as the noise level will be
set via a desired SNR. The properly configured AGWN/IMP subsystem is shown in Fig.
D.4.
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Fig. D.4 Configured AWGN subsystem

D.3.3 Frequency and power configuration
The final item to configure is the center frequency and the output power level.
Since the IF output from the RF front end is 20.4 MHz, this will be the center frequency
on the GPS generator. The output power level was selected to -32.0 dBm. This signal
power was shown to produce similar results in the real-time GPS receiver. The properly
configured frequency and power settings are shown in Fig. D.5. The frequency spectrum
at the output of the signal generator was captured with a HP8590A Spectrum Analyzer
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and can be seen in Fig. D.6. For comparison, the output of the RF front end described in
section 4 was capture in the same manner and can be seen in Fig. D.7.

Fig. D.5 Configured frequency and power settings
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Fig. D.6 Frequency spectrum at output of configured GPS generator

Fig. D.7 Frequency spectrum at output of GPS RF front end

